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"Power resides not in democratic vote, but in propew, and by the monopoly of 
information and armaments" 

Leon Trotsky, Problerns of the Chinese Revolution 



Abstract 

This essay examines the relationship between national consciousness and the 

Communist Revolution in China between the years 192 1 and 1928. 

In tracing the trajectory of the national consciousness in our stipulated time penod 

we c m  discern three distinct phases in its manifestation. Up until 1919 national 

consciousness was confïned primady to an intellectual elite whose primary concern was 

the decadence of the Imperia1 and Confücian state. FolIowing the May Fourth movement 

( 191 9), these concerns came to be diffused amongst the urban population. 

After the formation of the Chinese Communist Party, the Party addressed 

nationaiist concerns by focusing on the role of imperialists and warlords. This continued 

folIowing the alliance with the Nationaiist Party, the Guomindang, under the United 

Front, 

By 1925 there was the growth of populist rnovements with distinctty anti- 

imperiaiist overtones. The same time also saw a growing interest in the potential of the 

peasantry as the vanguard for the nationalist revolution. M e r  the April 12. 1927 coup. 

the Party focused exclusively on the peasantry to carry on with the Nationaiist 

Revo lution. 



Résumé 

Cette dissertation traite des relations entre le sentiment nationd et la révolution 

communiste en Chine entre les années 192 1 et 1928. 

En faisant ressortir la trajectoire du sentiment national, pendant l'époque déjà 

mentionnée nous pouvons discerner trois phases distinctes de sa manifestation. lusqu'en 

19 19, le sentiment national se manifeste surtout à travers la pensée d'une élite 

intellectuelle qui. pour la plupart, se préoccupe de la décadence de l'État impérial et 

confucéen. Après le mouvement du 4 mai (19 19). le sentiment national se répand parmi 

la population urbaine. 

Après la formation du Parti Communiste Chinois, le Parti adresse les 

préoccupations nationalistes en insistant sur le rôle des inipérialistes et des chefs de 

guerre. Cette tendance continuera après l'alliance avec le parti nationaliste (le 

Guomindang) sous le Front Limité. 

En 1 925 on remarque la croissance des mouvements populistes aux accents an& 

impérialistes très prononcés et en même temps une augmentation de i'intérêt envers le 

potentiel de la paysannerie comme l'avant-garde de la révolution nationaliste. Après le 

coup d'état du 12 avril 1927, le Parti se concentrera exclusivement sur la paysannene afin 

de poursuivre la révoIiition nationde. 
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During the 1920s the Chinese communists grew from their humble origins as a group of 

individuals united only by their interest in Marxism and their concem with the plight of the 

nation, and Bgzagged towards the implementation of an agrarian revolutionary program, 

initiated foliowing the brutal suppression of communist workers in Shanghai on April 12, 

1927. 

ïhe organization of the Chinese Communist Party was preceded by particularly 

signifiant events. The coliapse of the Qing dynasty in 19 1 1, the apparent failure of 

republicanism with the rise of Yuan Shikai, and the dramatic increase in warlordism were 

particulariy distresshg events which perrneated Chinese society and the political cdture. 

These were foliowed by the Bolshevik Revolution in the Soviet Union, and May Fourth 

demonstrations across d a n  China, which for a moment seemed to offer the possibility of 

a break f?om the nation' social, cultural, and political predicaments. But by the begllining 

of the 1920s, save for the shidy societies, the momentum had all but died. Many of the 

May Fourth activists were in prison, and it was widely acknowledged that Little had been 

achieved in concrete t e m .  The hold of the warlords, backed by Western capital, was as 

strong as it had been initially. 

In 192 1, Cornintern representative Voitinsky organized the Chinese Communist 

Parîy. However this did not result in the launching of an Unmediate radical revolutionary 

program. Since the CCP was in its embryonic stage, and with the Guomindang shared the 

joint interest to uproot the warlords and imperiaiists and un$ the nation, the CCP was 

mansuvered into an alliance with the Nationalkt par@. The First United Front was formed 

in 1922 and lasted until Chiang Kaishek's coup in 1927, after which the CCP was 

compeiled to deveiop an a@an revolution, primarily to integrate the pea9i~11try within 

the nationalia phase of the cornmunist revolution, but alw to su-e. 

The purpose of this essay is to trace the relationship of nationaikt consciousness and the 

communist revolution between the years 192 1 and 1928. Clearly there were concems with 

the plight of the nation throughout not only the period demcated by this study, but the 

entire dwation of the Chmese revohition, arguably up tdl the present day. But the period 



under consideration @es us an important cross section of the different and chmghg 

facets of what 1 consider as national consciousness. Nevertheles my purpose is not to 

impose a narrative of national consciousness on the t h e  h e ,  since a central 8ssumption 

of t h  study is that national consciousness in its differerit manifestations, was closely 

linked to a wide range of other issues which 1 address in the subsequent chaptm. 

The role of national consciousness in the Chinese communist revolution has often 

been overiooked in sîudies on the period, with Mstorians emphasizing other aspects of the 

movement, namely, ideoiogy, organkation, propaganda, iabor, or the role of the Soviet 

Communist International. W e  all these are valid approaches, this essay will illustrate that 

national consciousness was part and parce1 of aii the above aspects of the Chinese 

revolution. In doing so it is possible to demonstrate how, in every stage of Our study, 

national consciousness was a central concern. This allows us to  work against a teleologicd 

understanding of the history of eariy Chinese c o d s m .  Historians of early Chinese 

cornmunism, by focushg on a specinc aspect of the revolutioq have demonstrated either 

the centrality of the indigenous impetus for change, or the influence of the Cornmunist 

International in the early years of the Party. By using national consciousness as Our 

touchstone, 1 hope to ilhistrate the compldties of the movement with al1 its tangents and 

contradictions, which were characteristic not only of the earIy years of the Chinese 

Communist Party, but could be said to be true for al1 radical movements in general. As 

shall be evident in this study, aü these ideas were i n h t e l y  linked in a time characterized 

by social uncertainty, and the ruthless exploitation of a nation by foreign powers and 

compradore eiite. 

While 1 am not suggesting that national consciousness remained static between 

192 1 - 1928, there was always a primary concem Hmich manifestai itself in different ways 

at diffèrent times. SUnply put, this primary concern was the plight of the nation and the 

welfàre of its people, as seen through Marxist stipulations about labor, production, and 

exploitation, and the role of warlords and imperid powers in Chinese society. 

Save for the emphasis on M d s m  - which was nowhere near as well developed in 

Our specified time fiame as it would be later - one may very wel argue that there was 

nothing unique about a concern with the nation and its people. AU nations, at all times, 



have shared similar concems. But my purpose is not to establish the uniqueness of this 

daim, but to examine how this national consciousness came to be manifesteci in dïerent 

discounes and policies at Werent times. In our stipulateci time period, we can discern 

three distinct areas where this concern was manifested; an elite nationaiist concern, the 

nationalist revolution, and the role of the urban proletariat and peasmtry within the 

nationalist revolution. While these are dealt with in -ter detaii in the correspondhg 

chapters, the important distinctions warrant a preliniinary theoretical discussion. 

In formulating this study my emphasis has been to trace the trajectory of national 

consciousness as it was expressed in the discourses of the Chinese Communist Party. The 

purpose has been less on an objective understanding of the specific historic events of the 

t h e ,  but rather how members within the Party understood these events.' Therefore, in 

tracing the evolution of national conscioilsness 1 am not making claims to a histoncal 

objectivity, but am concerned primarily with how national consciousness worked its way 

into the Party dismurses, and what the links were with other issues, such as foreign 

capital, warlordism, Iabor, and the peasantry. 

I have also made use of literature pertaining to social change in Third World 

societies. While the use oftiiis literature has b e n  selective, I have found the use of certain 

approaches very u s e a  namely Chatterjee's work on mtionaiism in the Subcontinent. 

This, 1 feel, offers us some usefiil insights into the issue ofnationalism in the coIonies and 

semi-colonies. 

The ro1e of nationalism in China, like in other non-Western societies, must be 

approached with caution. In his now duen t id  study on the nse of nationalism, Imagined 

Cummnities, Benedict Anderson, has defined the nation as an imagined political 

[. .[i]imagineû because the members of even the d e s t  nation wi i i  never know most of their 
feiiow membws, meet hem, or even hear of them, yet in the mincis of each Iives the image of their 
communion .... In fact, a i l  communities iarger than primordial villagers of îàœ-to-face contact (and 
perhaps even these) are imagined. Cornmudies are to be distinguished , not by theù 
falsitylgennineness, but by the style in which they are imagined. 

The nation is imagineci as limiteci because even the iargest of them, encompassing perhaps a 
billion living human beings. bas nnite, if elastic, boundaxïes, beyond which lie other nations. No 
nation imagines itseif coterminous with manlànd. 



It is imagined as a swereign because the concept was bom in an age in which Enlightenment 
and Remtution were destroying the legitimacq- aftûe divinely ordaineci, hierarchïcat dyaasiic 
realm.. .. The gage and emblem of this fieedom is the sovereign state. 
Finaüy, it is imagined as a community, because, regardless of the a d  inequalis. and 

exploitation that may prevail in eacb the nation is always conceiveci as a deep, horizontal 
d e s h i p .  Ultimateiy it is always this fiaternity that makes it possiile, avier the pst two 
centuries, for so muy millions &people, not so much to kill, as willing to die for such limited 
imaginings2 

From the outset, there is nothing contentious in Anderson's defuimon of the nation. 

Yet its applicability to China in the 1920s is problematic and for this reason 1 have b e n  

reluctant to use the terni "nationalism" as a sweeping categorization which applies to aii  

classes at any given point of tune. My reluctance stems nom the faa that nationalim, as a 

phenomenon that was abstracted and inteliected, was essentially a European phenomenon, 

which spread to tki. coIonies and semi-colonies at the tuni of the century as a consequence 

of wlonialism. As Partha Chatterjee cormnents, the relationship between the nationalism 

and modernity, creates contradictions when applied to a colonial context. 

[t lhe problem of nationalist thought becornes the parti& manifestation of a much more general 
problem, namely, the problem of the bourgeois-rational conception of knowledge, established in the 
post-Enlightemmt period of European intellechmi history, as the moral and epistemic foundation 
for a sirpposedly universai fhmework of thought which perpetrates, in a real and not rnerely a 
metaphorid sense, a colonial dominsnce,. .. Nationaiist thought, in agreeing to be "modern," 
accepts the claim to imivefsality of this modem firameworir of knowledge. Yet it also asserts the 
autonomous identity of a naticmai culture. It thus simultaneousiy rejects and accepts the dominane 
both epistematic and moial, of an dien 

For our purpose, another partiailady important is this: 

if nationaüsms in the rest of the worfd bave to choose their imagineci community from certain 
"modular" f m  available to them by Europe and the Americas, what do they have left to ha@m? 
History, iî would seem, has decreed that we in the pastcolonial worid shall on& be perpetual 
collsumers of modernity. Europe and America, the onty tnie subjects of history, have thought out on 
o u  behalf not only the script of cokmial enlightemnent and exploitation, but also that of our 
anticolonial resistance and postcolonial rnisery. Even our imaginations must forever remain 
c010nized.~ 

S m  in ail  t s  complexities, Anderson's claims of nationalism king an imagined 

association of people correspondhg to a certain geogmphical territory cann~t be applied 

literally to  the Chinese context . As Chatterjee points out, if we accept the concept of the 

irnagined political cornmmity, then how to we explain the fàct that eiite nationalkt 

thought in Chha (during the New Culture mvement) at the tum of the century was so 



closely tied to the Western inteilectual tradition? Similarty, ifwe emphasize its Western 

rogts, what was there left to imagine? 

As 1 dernonstrate in the first chapter, t h e  was a phenomenon very akin to 

nationalism as understood by Chatterjee in the colonial context, which was present in 

China. This was the national consciousness present in the critique of the Confucian order 

and the Chinese tradition d u ~ g  the New Culture movement. But to say that this form of 

nationalism corresponded to everyone regardless of class would be incorrect. 

A centrai assertion of the first chapter is that nationalist concenu rnoved beyond 

their elite underpinnings of the New Culture movement, and came to be difiseci in the 

urban population of China (for this reasoa 1 have considered it important to briefly discuss 

national consciousness prior to the formation of the Party). The May Fourth movement 

was instnimental in the difbhg of donal is t  concems, which were largely a fom of 

reflexive consciousness when the plight of the nation came to be seen vis-à-vis the 

colonking powers . But while the May Fourth movement may have momentady brought 

these concerns to the forefiont, the CCP, through its emphasis on propaganda, was 

instrumental in making the ail too important Link between Western capital and the 

exploitation of the proletariat in a manner that was intelligible to the masses. W e  these 

concems were present following the May Fourth movement, the nationalist concems were 

accentuated by the presence of a visible adversary? namely Western =$al and the 

compradores. But to relegate this fonn of national consciousness as something akin to its 

bourgeoisie counterpart wodd be to ignore the pitfds of spreading a phenomenon across 

obvious class cleavages and conflicting class interests. 

Beîween the years 1922 and 1927, national consciousness was addressed by the 

Party in its emphasis on the national revolution. This is dealt with in chapter two of this 

essay. The concept of the national rwohition was one which aernmed largely fkom 

Lenin's understanding of the stages colonies and semi-colonies must progress through 

before they could embark on a comtnunist revolution. These ideas were first developed in 

the Second Congres of the Communist International in 1920. Simply put, Lenin was of 

the opinion that before the colonies and semi-colonies codd actiieve communisn, they had 

to be unifieci nationally. This meant the uprooting of foreign capital and thW compradore 



counterparts. Therefore, in the China, the Comintern' s prirnary consideration was 

destroying the hegemony of the imperialists and warlords. For this purpose, the CCP was 

led into a strategic alliance with the Guomindang since both these parties had a joint 

interest in u@g the country and e g  an end of foreign expfoitatiori. 

During this period, national cousciousness feu in two distinct phases. W e  from the 

very beginning it was clear that the relationship between the GMD and the CCP was 

fiaught with tension - since botb had different class interests - till 1924 there was a 

conscious understanding that the Front was the moa strategic alliance under the 

circumstances. This does not change per se following 1924; but there was the growing 

emerging of populist movernents botfi in the h a n  areas and the countryside. The growth 

of these populist movement were an indicator of the anti-imperialist and anti-warlord 

consciousness of the proletariat. Both the CCP and the GMD saw this as a tremendous 

opportunîty to hmess the potentiai of the proletariat. At the same time, Peng Pai and 

Mao Zedong were organiising peasants in W e n g  and Hunan respectively. Sirnilarly, the 

Northern Expedition of 1926 gave the Party the opportunity to conduct nationalist 

propaganda in the newly liberated areas. 

But by the tirne of the ascendancy of Chiang Kaishek, the United Front may have 

outlived its use. Though this is never debated, in that not only Stalin, Bukharin, but even 

Trotsky, were in favor of continuhg the alliance, others such as M. N. Roy and Chen 

Dwiu may have thought that the conditions were ripe for launching an agrarian 

revolution. In the end of course, the decision was made for the communias by the betrayal 

of the United Front by Chiang Kaishek. Stalin's crude prediction, that the GMD, "was to 

be utilized to the end, squeezed Wre a lemon, and t heu flung away,'* did not quite work 

out the way he foresaw. 

The h y d  of the United Front forced the Chinese communists to reevaluate the 

means of achieving the objectives of the nationalist revolution. This is dealt with in chapter 

three of this essay. The period marked a drastic shift in what was understwd by the 

nationalist revolution, since the focus of the revolution shifted to the countryside, and the 

relationship between the peasantry and the nationalist revolution was harder to establish 

because they lacked the overt d-imperialïst consciousness of th& urban counterparts. 



Like the uhan proletariat, the peasantty always lacked compradore ties with the 

imperialists that would be necessary for the development of nationalkm as an intellecnial 

trend. But the wban proletariat was exposed to the urban movements such as the New 

Culture or May Fourth movements, which were instnimental in the diflùsing of a 

nationalist awareness in the urban areas. For example there were dear anti-imperialist 

undercurrents in the strikes following the May Thirtieth movements - a fact that was 

obvious to both the CCP and the GMD. 

Peasant movements were an indicator that there was an impulse to revolt, which 

couid be hamessed by the Party. Regardless of whether these coostihted a forin of 

national consciousness in and of themselves, peassnt movements could be used to achieve 

the ends of the natioaalist revolution. In such a case, the peasants' revolts was grounded in 

a histonc struggie agaùist the wariords and the imperialists; the very act of insurgency 

chailenged the hegemony of the imperialists and the comprador who pillaged the nation. 

As Gyanendra Pandey notes of peasant revolts in the Subcontulent during British rule: 

"The concept of [fieedom] had inherent in it the idea of greater individual fieedom, 

equality and justice, and the hope of accelerated national and consequently individuai 

de~elo~ment."~ In China where social forces of exploitation were closely linked together, 

peasant revolts were a means of M e r i n g  the nationalist revolution. 

But taking the revolution to countryside arnounted to drastically changir~g the 

nationalist revo1ution. Unlike under the United Front, which was an ailiance of classes, it 

was now acknowledged that the notion of M e r  collaboration with the bourgeoisie, even 

for the purpose of eradicating the imperialists and wariords, was pointless. This marked a 

sharp turn in national consciousness, and was most obvious in the intensification of class 

stnigsie. Even the rich peasantry was seen to bave imerests a h  to the bourgeoisie, and 

was targeted as weii. The integmtion of the peasantry within the nationalist revolution was 

characterized by class struggie. It was sigdicant that even the Japanese invasion of 1928 

was seen as an event which could be used to cement the worker-peasant alliance to lead 

the nationalist revolution. 



The oniy exception to this is the fîrst half of the nrst chapter which deais with national 
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j u . .  with post 192 1 national consciousness it demarcates the gras mots manSeaation of the 
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Chapter One 

The Polemics of Chinese National Consciousness 1919-1921: 

Foreign Capital, Popular Consciousness, and Marxism 

For an organhtion that claimed to be espousing Marxism as its defining ideology. the 

origins of the C hinese Communist Party (CCP) were surprisingly divorced fiorn a rigid 

ideological orientation. This is not to imply that socialist thought was non-existent in 

China at the time of the formation of the Party in 192 1 ; on the contrary, historians of 

early Chinese communism have correctly demonstrated an intellectual interest in 

socialism in urban China long before the CCP was organized.' However, at the time of its 

inception, there was no over-arching understanding of Marxism which provided the 

foundation for Party ideology. Rather, "Marxisrn" came to be a blanket term which was 

used to address a wide range of issues - historical detemiinism, popuiar consciousness. 

and labor. Moreover, these issues were closely linked to a nationalist impulse - or 

national consciousness - which was gaining popdarity at the t h e .  

The Chinese Comrnunist Party was formed at a critical moment in history. The 

Bolshevik Revolution of 191 7 - which preceded it by just a few years - had been a 

stunning demonstration that the oppressed could indeed overthrow an exploitative state.' 

While in 19 17 the Revolution may have done little to diffuse socialisrn amongst the urban 

population of China, when there was an increase in interest about socialism d e r  1 9 2 9. it 

stood out as a syrnbol of proletarian internationdism. 

The Soviet Revolution was soon followed by the May Fourth movement in 19 1 9 

which was a watershed in the history of Chinese radicalism, Note that what began 

initiaily as a nationalist reaction against foreign aggression following the handing over of 

Gerrnan concessions to the Japanese, soon became closely identified with the New 

Culture movement, its attack on the Confician order, and looked towards Western 

thought as a solution to China's social, cultural, and political predicaments. Therein lay 

part of the problem. The CCP's program - by focusing on exploitation by the warlords 

and imperialists on the one iiand, and the subjugation of the Chinese people on the other - 



managed to adopt a stance radically different fiom the elite underpinnings of the New 

Culture and May Fourth movement. 

In this chapter 1 begin by exarnining national consciousness prior to the May Fourth 

movement by attempting to present a cross-section of what constituted national 

consciousness in the New Culture movement. For this purpose, 1 make use of Prasenjit 

Duara's understanding of national consciousness which, as he suggests, develops within a 

specific cultural context. 1 also draw tiom the exarnple of India, where nationalism was 

also gaining popularity at the tum of the century. Partha Chatte j e e  aptly demonstrates 

how nationalism, as an intellectual formulation, was not only closely tied to the 

impenalist venture, but was also grounded in the European intellectual tradition. Many of 

Chatte jee7s observations are applicable ro China, and are illustrative of pre-May Fourth 

nationalism. 

This chapter makes the following assertions: first, the May Fourth movement 

brought nationalist concerns to the forefiont. Following the movement, these concems 

were no longer a theoretical consideration of an elite group of intellectuals concerned 

with China's role vis-à-vis the colonial powers. Second, the elite underpinnings of the 

New Culture movement stood in sharp contrast to the mas? mtionalist impulse of the 

CCP. Also important was the disillusionment with the May Fourth movement by many 

radicals in Chinese society, and the subsequent emergence of study societies. While 

documentation on the study societies is sketchy, and they codd hardly be considered 

Marxist in the Leninist sense at the t h e ,  they were important precursors to the CCP. 

Finally, 1 examine the nationalist overtones in the organization of the CCP. Even 

after the organization of the Party, it was surprisingly void of orthodox ideology. Rather. 

the emphasis was on the mobilization of discontent, and for this purpose there was a 

strong emphasis on propaganda. Nationdist concems played a key role in mobilization by 

addressing issues of labor, capitalist exploitation, and foreign aggression, which were 

central issues in giving impetus to the cornrnunist movement in its early years. 

Pre- May Fourth National Conscio usness: Some Theoretical Consideru fions 



In this section 1 have attempted to create a cross section of pre-May Fourth national 

consciousness by focusing on two aspects of the phenomenon. The purpose of ihis 

exercise is to facilitate an understanding of what constituted nationalist concerns before 

the May Fourth period. This stood in stark contrast to nationalist impulses following the 

May Fourth movement, which was characterized by an immediate concem with the 

nations' plight at the hands of the irnperialists and their compradore surrogates. 

Duara has defined nationalism as a two-fold process; central to his understanding is 

the necessity of an external phenomenon which gives rise to a national consciousness.' In 

the case of China, the presence of foreign capital constituted such an external 

phenomenon. The other facet of national consciousness is it is grounded in a cultural 

fiamework which Duara defines as b'culturalisrn," which is a comrnunity's means of 

identifiing itself through rituals, Ianguage, and in the case of China, the culture of the 

Imperid and Confücian state. Consequently, the growth of national consciousness was a 

result of the imposition of a "historical narrative or a myth of descenvdissent upon both 

heterogeneous and related cultural practices" which created the realization of a nation.' 

A fiision between cultural symbols and an external phenomenon (imperialism) can 

be discerned in the writings of many Chinese authors who were increasingly concerned 

with foreign aggression. One such analogy used by wrïters at the time was that of 

prostitution, which served as a symbol of interna1 decay and degradation. A writer 

commented that the money spent on prostitution in half a year was enough to redeem the 

railroads which had been mortgaged to the Japanese.' Another wrote that Japan's victory 

in the Russo-Japanese war, fought mostly on Chinese territory in Manchuria, was because 

80 to 90 per cent of the Japanese soldiers had no contact with prostitutes. Gai1 Hershatter 

comments, "Here is a "nesting" of subaltern statu, where sex work in China is taken as a 

paradigrnatic of social decay which is then evoked to explain China's position vis-à-vis 

the colonizing powers.'* Similarly, the purity of women's body served as a metaphor for 

the ptuity of the nation. The bodies of Chinese women raped by foreign invaders - 
Mongol, Manchu, or Japanese - were symbolic of the national body violated by foreign 

aggession.' Such examples are indicative of a national consciousness which integrated 



culturai symbols into its language, and was prompted by an external phenomenon. 

namely foreign irnperialism. 

The other facet of national consciousness during the New Culture movement was a 

refutation of aspects of indigenous culture upon contact with the culture of foreign 

capital. Emdation of the dominaing culture became the means through which people 

attempted to assert their independence. 

Historically this has been the case with the growth of elite nationalisrn in territories 

colonized by European corntries. For example, in his study of nationalism in the 

Subcontinent, Chatte j e e  illustrates how indian nationalism was synonymous with the 

rise of a Western educated compradore elite, who discovered that colonial ventures could 

in fact be a lucrative economic venture for them as well.' In India. a particular kind of 

nationalism facilitated the colonial administration of the region; consequently the rise of 

nationalism in the Subcontinent was beneficial to both the colonialist and the cotonized 

elite. What is irnportznt is that the growth of nationaiism allowed a segment of the elite a 

considerable rnargin of mobility. Such was also the case in China. While in reality the 

colonial powers still retained a hold on the colonized people, looking to the West for 

guidance gave the pretense that the colonial shackies were not always in place. This was a 

process that suited at least two classes in society very well - the colonizer and the 

coIonized elite - and as a consequence kept indigenous revijlt to a. minimum. 

While China was never overwhelmed as a colony, parallels can nevertheless be 

& a m  with the Subcontinent. A key similarity was that at the turn of the c e n t q .  Western 

values were gaining popularity amongst Chinese elite. The questioning of Chinese values 

was a trend which begun with gunboat diplomacy, and was indicative of a growing 

concern with the plight of the nation. Like Lndia, there was a tendency amongst many 

Chinese people to see Western civilizations as technologically and militarily superior, 

while the East retained spirihial superionty. Similady, apparent in many of the popular 

writings was an acceptance of the fact that aspects of Chinese tradition had been keeping 

the country backward, and social construction fÏom this time onwards must incorporate 

aspects of the modem Westem intellectual tradition - Darwinism, rationalism. and an 

unprecedented interest in science and dernocracy. It was accepted, like it had been in 



india, that ideas that emerged out of the Enlightenment/Liberal tradition of the W e a  

Fused with traditional ideas, would permit China to compete with the West.'' 

This quest emerged out of a desire to redefine China's position in relation to the 

West. One of the earliest proponents of this idea was Hu Shih, who posed the question as 

follows: "The larger problem is: How can China feel at ease in this new world which at 

fust sight appears to be so much at variance with what we have long regarded as our own 

ci~ilization?"~ What was required was a fusing of the thougkt systems of Europe and 

America with those of China. He notes, "How can we best assimilate modem civilization 

in such a manner as to make it congenial and congrnous and continuous with the 

civilization of our own making?"" 

But in reality, the realization that China must borrow ffom the West in order to 

compete with the West created its own contradictions." As Arif Dirlik notes. 

Historians have long noted the crises in Chinese consciousness created by this realization. and the 
contradiction it created for Chinese intellectuals: that in order to ward of the Euro-Amencan powers 
that threatened the existence of Chinese society, China must adopt the ways of the very powers that 
threatened it. The repeated defeat of China at the hands of these powers confimed for Chinese the 
predictions of the social Darwinian ideology that entered Chinese thinking at about the sarne time: 
than only those nations could survive that could adjust to the demands of the contemporary world." 

The process of fusing traditional values with Western rationalisrn ofien turned into a 

one sided refütation of traditional Chinese values and an embracing of Westem ones. As 

a reader of the Neto Youth commented, "We should emulate the West. and aboiish the old 

and welcome the new. 1 am like someone who is sick, and who must breath in fiesh air 

and exhale the old."" This comment is symbolic of an attempt on bahalf of radicals to 

reject aspects of Chinese tradition, in particular Confucianism. Tradition was seen as a 

source of authority, in which Confucianism was the dominant social trend. In China, the 

abo l i shg  of authority meant first and foremost the abolishing of Confucianism." In 

attempting to understand the predicarnents of the Chinese nation when brought into 

codiontation with the foreign powers, intellectuals were looking internally to aspects of 

Chinese tradition as the problem. 

This changed following the May Fourth demonstrations. The growing 

encroachment of foreign powers, syrnbolized by the way in which the fate of the nation 

was decided at the Versailles treaty, made nationalist concerns a lot more tangible to the 



large masses of the people. A key Merence was that nationalist concems were no longer 

shrouded in an abstract language of refutation of Chinese tradition and the embracing of 

the Westem Liberal tradition, but were now face to face with a reaI threat of growing 

Japanese intervention and the consequences this wodd have for the Chinese peopie. It is 

easy to discern the sense of crises in the pamphlets circulated during the demonstrations. 

One read: "This is the last chance for China in her iife and death stmggle. Today we 

sw-ear two solemn oaths with al1 our countrymen: 1) China's temtory may be conquered. 

but cannot be given away; 2) the Chinese people rnay be massacred, but they will not 

surrender." The statement concludes, "Our country is about to be annihilated. Up. 

brethren."'6 Similarly, The Dedaration of the Students of Feking conciuded, 

We now approach a crises in which our country is threatened with subjugation and her temtory is 
gohg to be ceded. if her people still cannot unite in indignation in a twelfth hour effort to Save her. 
they are indeed the worthless race of the hventieth century ... Are there not some of our brethren who 
cannot bear the torture of being slaves and beasts of burden and steadfastly desire to Save their 
country? Then the urgent things we should do now are to hold citizen's meetings, to make public 
speeches ... As for those who willingly and traitorously se11 out our country to the enemy. as a last 
resort we shall have to rely on pistols and bombs to deal with them. Our country is in imminent peril 
- its fate hangs on a thread. We appeal to you to join Our stniggle." 

An important difference between the nationalist concems before and after the May 

Fourth movement was a growing disenchantment with the West. Whik many participants 

of the movement retained their faith in Westem ideas of science and democracy, they 

could no longer accept the dual role of the West as both a teacher and oppressor. Unlike 

the earlier intelle~tuals,'~ participants in the May Fourth movement were not 

overwhelmed by the wealth, power, and culture of the West. Participants of the May 

Fourth movement were primarily ardent nationalists who wanted to Save China fiorn the 

clutches of Western impenalism. This is another reason why the example of India is 

relevant, for it demonstrates that insofar as national consciousness is confined to an elite 

there will be a fascination with the Westem intellectual tradition. Yet when national 

consciousness permeates to the grass roots it can no longer allow for an infatuation with 

Westem values. This was precisely the case with China. 

The May Fourth movement did not completely obliterated fascination with the 

West. Rather, for the f i s t  tirne since the Boxer Rebellion the question of national identity 

becarne one which was in the forefiont of urban culture and which was manifested 



through a series of dernonstrations in the cities. Maurice Meisner notes that it was only 

during the May Fourth movement that nationalism moved beyond an intellectual elite and 

came to be representative of the most radical and voluntaristic tenden~ies. '~ This is not to 

imply that following the May Fourth movement, national consciousness became a 

homogenous phenomenon. On the contrary, it was as discursive as it had been earlier. But 

elite nationalism had been supplemented by a mass nationalist impulse, the cornerstone of 

which was the precariousness of China when juxtaposed against the imperialist powers. 

And it was this very nationaiist impulse that the CCP attempted to adclress in the period 

following immediately after its formation. 

The "Natiunalizatiun " of Marxism: Li k h a o  und Chen Dzaiu 

This section looks at Marxism in China prior to the formation of the Parîy by exmining 

~ $ e  intellectual trajectories of Li Dazhao and Chen Duxiu. The nationalist impulses that 

became accentuated during the May Fourth movement also permeated Marxist thought 

and were instrumental in a closer examination of Marxism. By using the example of Li 

and Chen, it is my pupose to illustrate how 19 19 also marked the origins of a renewed 

interest in Marxism which was linked to the nationalist impulse. For this purpose it is 

necessary to trace their intellectual trajectories, because their initial heterodoxy as 

ivfanrists demonstrates an important point, namely that they were nationaiists first. and 

then Marxists. In the years pnor to the formation of the Party, they were driven by a 

desire to find solutions to China's predicaments. It was this quest which made them 

accept aspects of Marxism which they saw relevant to China, such as popular 

consciousness as syrnbolized by the October Revolution, and reject others, namely 

Marxist economic detemiinism." Central to an acceptance of Man<ism was the idea that 

if Marxism was indeed a solution to China's predicaments, then it must be able to provide 

solutions, instead of only identifying the problems. 

The later part of this section looks at the organization of snidy societies as a 

precursor to the CCP, and the humble origins of the Party under the direction of the 

Comintem. 



Initially the 19 1 7 Bolshevik Revolution was met with lukewarm interest amongst 

the Chinese people." Even Li and Chen showed only a limited interest in the Revolution. 

Far fiom weicoming the October Revolution as a watershed in the realization of a 

proletmian utopian state, Chen initially drew paralIels between the October Revolution 

and the Boxer Rebellion. At the time Chen was arguing that there were two paths open $0 

the Chinese people, one of "republicanism, science, and atheism." and the other of 

"despotism, superstition, and theocracy." It is clear that Chen saw the October 

Revolution, and the Boxer Rebellion, as the latter." 

Li was more sympathetic in his response to the October Revolution, but it was the 

populist aspect of the movement which appealed to him. Part of the reason was that 

precious little was known about Marxism at the tirne. with only a section of the 

Cornrnunist Manifesto and a few other sections by Karl Marx deaiing exclusively with 

economics available in translation, Much less was known about Lenin and the comection 

between Lenin and Mancism. Under such circumstances, the October Revolution was 

only one of many revolutionary alternatives for China. Li was interested not so much in 

the revolution, but revolutionary consciousness. Particularly significant for Li was the 

fact that Soviet revoiutionaries had been addressing the plight of the people. Therefore for 

him, Bolshevism came to represent the triumph of "tieedom and humanisrn."" 

Li's case is significant, particdarly since initially he had been highly critical of 

aspects of Marxism, in paaicular the Marxist dialectic between the base and 

superstructure. Unlike Chen who initially accepted that China must go through a 

prolonged phase of capitalism before it reaches the stage of socialism, Li's rejection of 

this tenet was similar to Trotsky's arguments that revolutions codd be made in nations 

which were econornicaily at a lower stage of devel~~rnent. '~ This allowed Li to reject the 

Marxist view that a higher stage of capitalism was a precursor to the sociaiist revolution. 

In Wodi Makesi zhuyi guan (which can either be ûanslated as My M a b s t  Views or My 

Views on Manism) he notes: "We are unable to consider correct histor-ical materialists 

who Say that economic phenornenon have an unshakable and unbending nature and that 

the ideas and activities of groups must entirely submit to them."" 



For Li it became easier to break fkom orthodox Mancism precisely because he 

viewed Marxism not as a universal mah, but saw it as an ideology that developed in a 

specific historic time frame. He wrote: "To speak W y ,  M m ' s  theory was really a 

product of a certain age; in Marx's age it truIy was the greatest of discoveries. But today. 

of course, we cannot take the theory that was created in the environment of one period 

and use it to explain ail of history, nor apply the whole of the theory to our existing 

~ociety."'~ 

Though many Chinese communists felt uncornfortable with the materialistic 

determination of Marxism, they looked to other aspects of it which provided a grounding 

for their ideological orientation. For Li the October Revolution senred to strengthen his 

faith in the potential of popular consciousness. The centraIity of consciousness, and its 

link with Marxisrn, is important. Central to the idea of consciousness is that one can bnng 

about a transformation in the social order, For example, as early as 19 16 Li wrote, "When 

the young have seen the light they shodd break the meshes of past history, destroy the 

prison of old ideas, and s a e r  no corpses to restrict their activity."" Similarly, in 1922 Li 

continued to addressed the potential of popular consciousness and socialism as foIIows: 

We can reach for the roots of socialism in three aspects of our psychology. In the aspect of 
howledge, socialism is the critique of the present order. In the aspect of feeling, socialism is an 
ernotion that makes us capable of replacing the present order with a comparatively good new order: 
this new order is the result of our critique of intellectual critique of the capitalist system ... In the 
aspect of will, socialism causes us to exert our efforts in the objective world (upon the bais) of 
things that are atready known to us in our inteIlectua1 and emotional images, that is to exert our 
efforts to replace the capitalist order, which is the fmal fonn (of government) possessing the 
characteristics of niling and authority, with a worker's admini~tration.'~ 

Unlike Li, whose reasoning was being held together by some faint socialist 

ideology, Chen embarked on wilder tangents before accepting Marxism. After 19 I 1, 

Chen frst  came to be identified with the New CuIture movement and its attack on 

Confucianism. While this in itself was not particularly unique, Chen's analysis of events 

taking place outside of the nation suggest that he was desperately looking for an 

explanation that would help explain China's increasingly precarious situation. 

With a Geman victory seeming eminent during the First World War in 19 16- Chen 

looked towards German victory as an event which would bring about an end to capitalism 

and which would herald the emancipation of colonized people the world over. His 



analysis of the West is also contradictory; on the one hand he drew paraileis between 

Confucianism and the growing religious and cultural homogeneity of European states. yet 

at the same tirne suggested that the greatest contribution of contemporary European 

civiiization was the gift of revolution." 

While this demonstrates the ambiguities and contradictions in the thought of early 

Chinese Marxists, the purpose has not been to point to theoreticai shortcornings on their 

part. Early Chinese Marxists, such as Li and Chen, were first and foremost products of a 

certain milieu where experiences and ideology collided in a time of particularly 

distressing national circumstances. While with the benefit of historical hindsight many of 

their decisions seem contradictory, it is important to place their thought process in a 

particular historical context. 

The reevaluation of Marxism was not completed overnight, nor was there a 

conscious effort on behalf of the Marxists to reinterpret orthodox Marxism to attract a 

greater following. In keeping with the tradition that came to be characteristic of 

integrating Marxist thought in China, a relentless reevaluation was part and parcel of the 

process. Li and Chen were nationalists first, and therefore, the role of national 

consciousness was extremely significant in this process. It was precisely because 

MaiWsm {or aspects of it) were seen to provide answers to the nations plight, that it was 

entertained in the first place.30 In the case of Li, the potential of consciousness, as 

exempiified by the October Revolution, was particularly significant. 

While the May Fourth movement may have provided the initial impetus as a consequence 

of which nationalist concems became difised arnongst the masses, the creation of study 

societies between the May Fourth movement and the formation of the Party was 

particdarly significant. Documentation of these societies remains sketchy; nevertheiess 

we c m  piece together enough to discem that they marked the transition from May Fouah 

radicalism to the establishment of the CCP. 

May Fourth optimism was soon replaced by a pessirnism which sunk in after it was 

realized that very little had changed foIlowing the movement. Moreover, many 

participants were suppressed soon afterwards. While in mid- 1 9 19 the country was in the 



midst of politicai and cultural turmoil, by the end of the year the momenturn seems to 

have al1 but faded. Part of the reason, Dirlik suggests, is that the differences between the 

intellectuals and workers not only became accentuated, but the alienation of intellectual 

discourses also became very obvious (this would seem to suggests that while the 

nationalist impulse had permeated to the graçs-roots. class distinction between mental and 

manual laborers were still very much intact). The two areas where this was felt the most 

was the issues of labor activisrn and the role of st~dents.~' 

While the plight of laborers was initiaily supported by the intellectuds. the growth 

of labor activism amongst the workers relegated the role of the intellectuals to the 

periphery. Accordhg to Dirlik, by the end of 19 19, the role of labor in intellectual 

discourses appeared, "patronizing at first, [and tumed] into something akin to adulation of 

the working class."" 

But more serious than the alienation of intellectuals from labor. was the alienation 

of the intellectuals and their support base amongst the students. There was a 

disillusionment with the role of the inteliectuais and their commitrnent to reform society. 

which in tuni resulted in a disiliusionment with the New Culture movement. DirIik 

writes: "The failure of the communal movement, which reached its apogee in late 191 9 

and early 1920 played an important part in May Fourth radicals' disillusionment with 

utopian radicalism, and the anarchist philosophy that had inspired it. This disillusionment 

was a precondition for the break radicals made in spring 1920 with their own radical 

sources in the May Pourth and New Culture ~novernents.''~~ 

The disillusionment with the New Culture movement is extremely si gni ficant 

because it points to a reevaluation of the rnost basic foundations of radicalism by the 

people in these movements thernselves. At some point between the May Fourth 

movement and the organization of the CCP, there is a shift in emphasis firom intellectual 

discourses to politics. Such was the case with Mao Zedong, who d e r  19 19 becarne 

involved in politicai organization. 1 am hesitant to Say that Mao was a prime example of 

what Dirlik has described as an alienation of the May Fourth intellectuals fiom their 

student base. Nevertheless, one fact is evident: there was an increase in actual political 

organization, as was there an absence of the utopian fervor that marked the May Fourth 



movement. Focushg for the first time on actuai political work, at the end of 19 19. Mao 

organized the United Student's Association in Changsha and was responsible for 

organiMg strikes of students in dl secondary and some prllnary schools." 

Addressing concrete social issues now became the prhary concem. Zhang 

Guotao's trajectory is illustrative of this process: 

In the very beginning, 1 was a passionate paûiot; and like the ambitious youth of the tirne. 1 
looked wholeheartedly to China's becoming rich and powerfùl. The 1 became more radical by 
supporthg the New Culture movement, opposing the old influences, and advocating social and 
nationai reform through revolution. Finally 1 became enthusiastic about the Communist rnovement. 
studied Marxisrn and looked up to the exarnpte of the Russian Revolution, believing it to be the 
panacea for national saivation and the guide to revolution. The rnajority of the radical youth of the 
time were generally similar to me in pursuing such a course of development.'* 

Two important themes c m  be drawn fiom this citation. First, is the central relevance of 

paûiotism. It was paûiotism which provided the initial impuise for a reevduation of the 

role of the individual and society. 

Second, and more signifïcmtly, for Zhang there does not seem to be any overlap 

between the New Cdture movement and his interest in Marxism. That is, the appeal of 

Marxism was separate fiom the New Culture movement; it was after the apparent failure 

of the New Culture movement that radicds turned to Marxism. 

But as I have already suggested, Marxism was far from a well defined concept. As 

Mao Zedong recalled, "at this tirne, my mind was a cunous mixture of ideas of 

liberaiism, democratic refonnism, and utopian socialisrn." Similarly, Deng Yingchao 

commented: 

We did not have any firm beiiefs, and did not understand what comrnunism was; we only knew 
that the most ideal society was a society of  "from each according to their own ability, to each 
according to their own need," we only knew that the October Revolution had succeeded thanks to 
Lenin, we only knew that their revolution had liberated the rnajority of the oppressed and had 
created a classless society, which aroused our sympathy.s6 

The growing interest in Marxism was one of the cornerstones of the study societies. 

Yet at the time these study societies were not decentralized communist organizations. but 

merely places where people met to discuss Marxist theory. The Shanghai ce11 best 

illustrates this point where individuals such as Dai Kitao, Shi Cuntong, Zhang Dongsun. 

Chen Wangdo, and Li Da, initially congregated because of their interest in Marxism, yet 

few of thern actually remained in the cells after the formation of the party. 



The actuai transformation of these societies into organs of the later day Communist 

Par@ did not begin until the arrival of the Communist International representative 

Gregory Voitinsky in ApriI or May 1920." The arrival of Voitinsky at that particular time 

was significant for it was only in March 1920 that the Karakhan declaration of 2 9 19 was 

made public. The declaration, which renounced Russian claims on Chinese territory. was 

crucial in increasing the popularity of the Soviet Union. This was the niming point in the 

interest in the Russian Revolution. As Li Da cornmented at the tirne of Voitinsky's 

arrival: "Because the first declaration of the Soviet government on China has just been 

published, and was welcomed with great enthusiasm among rnany social groups. people 

were particdarly happy when they heard a Russian had just mived in Beijing."'8 Though 

he had initially traveled to Beijing, and helped establish the Society for the Study of 

Marxism, Li directed him to Chen and the Shanghai cell. Thereafier ensued the formation 

of the Chinese Cornmunist Party and the declaration of the First Manzyesto of the Chinese 

Communist Party.39 It is interesting that the actual organization of the Party was a very 

low key event; one gets the impression it was the sarne study society which was now 

given a new name under the auspices of the Comintem. 

The ideological inconsistencies did not end with the formai organization of the 

Party. Given the fact that there were such ideological inconsistencies amongst people 

drawn to Marxism, we are prompted to inquire what held this group of individuals 

together? Clearly the interest in Mamism culrninated in the Chinese Communist Party. 

whereas the New Culture movement lost momentum after the May Fourth movement. 

There are two important explanations for this. 

First is the question of organization amongst people who would later form the CCP. 

While there was no fixed ideological foundation in the study societies - as they were 

composed of Marxist, Anarchists, and Guild Socialists amongst others - they did provide 

a degree of organization which had been lacking in the New Culture movement. While 

Chinese radicals were not organized in the Leninist sense of the word, (or later day 

Maoist), there seems to be a degree of networking pnor to the formation of the Party 

which is very significant. Membership in radical organizations was p h a r i l y  based on 

persona1 relations - a comrnon background of schooling was not unusual. Moreover, 



many of the individuals were personaily acquainted with the central figures. particularly 

Li Dazhao and Chen Duxiu. Of course, this is not to imply that membership in these 

organizations was exclusive; rather the bonds amongst the individuals were often 

personal rather than ideol~gical?~ 

Another significant factor was that these societies were cornposed largely of 

students. Unlike members of the New Culture movement whose concerns were often 

contined to an abstract inteiiectual level, students were operating at a local. grass-roots 

level, which if anything, accentuated their desire for change." An interesting example is 

that of the New People's study society in Changsha which was orientated towards social 

programs which included participating in evening schools (as teachers), working on 

popular newspapers, conducting surveys in the countryside, and propagating their views 

amongst the workers and ~ o l d i e r s - ~ ~  

These two factors - the presence of organization and that these organizations were 

composed largely of students - were instrumental in the development of a more solid 

ideological orientation for the societies. Dirlik writes: "[The societies] helped to bring 

coherence to difise ideological dissatisfaction with existing social noms, to consolidate 

ideological loyaities, and to provide social spaces within which initial attempts were 

made to convert ideology into practice; in other words, they served as social institutions 

in which vague and abstract ideological yeamings were reformed into coherent 

ideological identifi~ation."~~ 

Another reason for the success of the societies in the May Fourth period was their 

orientation towards concrete social issues rather than culturai ones. The failure of the 

New Culture movement was perhaps because of its relentless attacks on Conhcianism 

and their identification of Chinese tradition as the primary predicarnent. An initial break 

with tradition has been characteristic of most radical movements in different parts of the 

world. 

But making a clean break with tradition, while very revolutionary, is always much 

easier said than done. Therefore, the discourses of the intellectuals were rnerely scholarly 

abstractions whose practical fulfillment was impossible. Given the dichotomy between 

them and the study societies, what was of greater practical importance becarne obvious. 



This explains the popularity of radicalism rather than cultural reform. The former aiso 

must have apgeaied to a humane instinct for justice. M. N. Roy, looking back on the 

beginning of his venture into revolutionary politics commented that while they had very 

little idea of Marx, Capital, and the significance of the proletariat and class struggle. 

"[we] had the human urge to revolt against the intolerable conditions of life. [We] did not 

know how these conditions could be changed. But we tried to change them anyhow.'" 

It would seem that there are certain constants in historical experiences of radicalism. 

As 1 shall demonstrate in the remainder of this chapter, the success of the CCP lay not in 

its ideological appeal but its nationalist strain in addressing the plight and predicament of 

Chinese people. 

The CCP and a Nationalist Agenda 

Even after the formal oïganization of the Party, the question of ideology did not become 

clarified. On the contrary there seems to be initial discrepancies on how Mmis t  theory 

(of which little was still known) would translate into practice. For example, at the time 

Chen Duxiu was caught up in the Leninist mode1 of stages, and argued that the proletariat 

should support the bourgeois against the monarchy. Just two rnonths later he argued that 

China would have to move from feudalism to republicanism, and only then codd a 

transition to socialism occur. Others were of the view that it was possible to avoid the 

bourgeois phase if the proletariat took up the struggle. Still others argued that the two 

phases could actually be incorporated into one revolutionary stage." 

While in themselves the different views put forward did not have a histoncal 

significance, they are important to demonstrate that even after the organization of the 

Party, the path from theory to practice was not a linear one. Nevertheless, despite these 

theoreticl; hconsistencies, there were two foundations for the CCP program. The first 

was the emphmis on propaganda work and the organization of labor. The purpose of 

propaganda was to mobilize discontent towards emancipation of workers. Second was the 

distinctly nationalist overtones in CCP discourses. However, unlike earlier discourses 

which looked to the intemal decay, CCP members focused exclusively on the role of 

foreign irnperialism and the subsequent enslavement cf the nation. 



Part of the reason for the theoretical confusion in the early years was because China 

certainly did not fit the orthodox Marxïst criteria as a leading candidate for a socialist 

revolution. The most strikllig absence was that of the proletariat. This made the question 

of organization difficult, since not ody  was there a lack of a proletariat to propel the 

socialist movement, but the level of consciousness amongst the workers was tiiought to 

be Iow.-'~ 

In July 192 1, Zhang Guotao summed up his report on the Beijing Communist 

Group as follows: "Cornrades, a bleak political situation pervades ou .  corrupt society: 

unbearable social injustices and pathetic social conditions are al1 factors leading up to the 

outbreak of a revolution. Whether we can capitaiize on the easily evoked revolutionary 

spirit of the proietariat and whether we c m  channel a democratic political revolution into 

a proletarian social revolution al1 depends on the degree of effort we put into the 

str~ggle.'*~ 

Therefore, the challenge before the CCP was getting the people interested in politics 

and channeling the spirit of rebellion into a proletariat revolution. There was also a 

conscious effort to ensure that the spirit of rebellion got channeled into concrete political 

action rather than intellectual debates which had been characteristic of the New Culture 

movement. "How can [workers] be dissuaded fiom their desire to become scholars thus 

joining the intellectual circles? How can they be persuaded to participate in the 

revolutionary movement of the proletariat? Finaily, how can they be made into a 

proletariat?'"'s 

Zhang's emphasis was to capitalize on discontent so that it would lead to a degree 

of mobilization. Consider the following example fiom the same report: 

There are many rickshaw pullers [in Beijing] among the workers, between fifty and sixty 
thousand. Although they do not work for the capitalists, they corne from lower social strata and their 
work enables them to be in contact with people of al1 social backgrounds. We must find ways to 
conduct propaganda work among them .... Passengers drive on rickshaw putlers with whips, canes, 
etc. In my opinion, no matter where, once things like these happen, we should seize the opportunity 
to arouse the revolutionary spirit of the pr~letariat.'~ 

A CCP declaration sums up the party line well: "We are not a Marxist society 

formed by intellectuals, nor are we a utopian, revolutionary society fonned by a few 

Cornmunists who place themselves above the masses.'' Rather the Party was said to be 



one which was organized by %e rnost revolutionary amongst the proletariat." To this 

purpose, "[The Party] must go deep amongst the masses, forming a large scale [base]." 

Therefore, it was the purpose of the Party to make sure that every action that was taken 

was to increase m~bilization.~~ 

Towards these ends, the CCP focused on the unionization of labor and propaganda 

work f?om the very beginning. The emphasis was on irnbuing Iabor unions with the 

concept of class stniggle. While the concept of class stmggle in the Marxist sense was not 

highly developed. CCP workers attempted to instill doctrines which would awake the 

consciousness of the laborers and make them revolt against the deplorable working 

 condition^.^' This policy was carried out with considerable success with regard to the 

organization of labor unions arnongst Beijing RaiIway workers where 300 to 350 railway 

workers were unionized and demands of wage increases, shortening work hours, and 

M e r  unionization were put forward." 

Therefore, propaganda in the fonn of magazines, daily publications, pamphlets and 

union magazines, becarne a central objective of the party.j3 According to Zhang the 

purpose of propaganda was to, "[tell the workers] that they are being exploited by 

capitaiist factory owners and that this is the reason why they have a wretched life. Also. 

we introduce them to the history of the workers' movement in foreign countries. We 

constantly point out to them the significance and method of becoming organized. We 

often give lectures and teach them how to read. At the same tirne, we teach them to use 

words to express their thoughts and make them write about their famiiy's daily life and 

al1 the injustices happening in the factory."" 

While the initial emphasis was on the organization of urban Iabor, there are also 

traces of the Iater day Maoist emphasis on the peasantry. As a Party which was 

attempting to improve the conditions of the poor in China, it was understood that the 

peasantry would have to constitute a part of the movement. 

The 300 million peasants in China are the most important factor in the revolutionary movement. 
Because of the scarcity of land, density of  population, rampant natural disasters, wars, and 
harassrnent by bandits, the extra levies irnposed and exploited by warlords, oppression by foreign 
commodities and rising living costs, the peasants have becomes increasingly poor and miserable .... 
The poor peasants must rise in revolt if they want to rid themselves of poverty and their rniserabie 
plight. Then, most of the poor peasants will be able to join forces with the workers in the revoIution. 
thus guaranteeing the success of the Chinese rev~lut ion.~~ 



Alongside the peasantry and the wban laborers, CCP discourses also argued that 

small shopkeepers and artisans were becoming increasingly poor as a consequence of 

foreign capitatism. It was understood that: "This enormous mass will, of course, bitterly 

hate the system of world capitalism that has brought them such miseries. Then they will 

join the rank of the revol~tionaries."~~ 

Following the o r g k t i o n  of the CCP, a prominent strain in the nationalist 

discourses was that of the role of foreign intervention in China. As wiùi the previous 

discourses there is a sûikhg overtone of historic cause and effect, that is, there was a very 

clear idea why China continued to be exploited the way it was. But quite unlike the New 

Culture movement with its attack on Chinese traditions, Chinese communists were 

pointing to Western imperialism as being responsible for China's plight. It is significant 

that in their nationalist discourse, the CCP was using the attack on foreign imperialism as 

their cornerstone. 

The Chinese communists argued that Western econornic exploitation of China was 

a phenomenon that begun well before the twentieth century, with Chinese people time 

and again resisting the Western advance. However the process of revoit was crushed. and 

as a consequence China became M e r  enslaved." This was most evident in the 19 1 1 

revolution which had primarily been a revolt against interna1 decay and foreign 

aggression. However, the failure of the revolution had been finalized by the GMD's 

alliance with the warlords. The warlords in tum had the backing of the irnperialists since 

this kept the state weak and enabled the country to be exploited by the foreign powers.'g 

The solution according to the Manifesto was a revolution: partial reform would be 

inadequate since this would not be able to eradicate warlordism and imperialism. The 

Manifesta defines the political struggle in the following way: 

The postulate must be clear to everyone that the political stniggle is not a stniggle between the 
individuals for power, but a manifestation and expression of class struggle - the social stniggle of 
the prolekat  against the bourgeois revolution, the struggle of the bourgeois against the feudal lords 
and the system of feudal economy. The postdate must also be cIear that only such freedom is 
precious as is achieved in the process of hard struggle and at the price of hurnan blood, in distinction 
from those methods of struggle which are used by our class enemies. 

The sh-uggle for dernocracy is a sûuggle of one class, a struggle which aims to overthrow the 
dominance of another cIass; it is the replacement of one system by another, and in no event can it be 



regarded as a struggle of one individual or one group for the overthrow of another individual or 
IN OU P.^^ 

While the concept of class struggle was d l 1  in a premature stage, (compared to 

what it would be afler 1927 for example), the Chinese communists were atternpting to 

explain China's conditions in terms of class relations. Therefore, while there is no direct 

reference to orthodox Mamism, Chinese Marxists were identifiing Marxist determinants. 

such as class, and the transition to capitalisrn in the West, as key factors. 

Another important emphasis at the time was the internationalist strains. An 

important issue was: how was Marxist understanding of global capitalisrn useful for 

understanding the exploitation of a nation? 

Li suggested that because of Western capitalism, China had been relegated to the 

ranks of a "proletarian" nation which was ruthlessly exploited for its econornic potential. 

Therefore China, because of foreign intervention, was propelled into the role of an 

international proletarian revolution. This suggestion has highly nationdistic implications. 

While class differences in the country existed, there was also the grave reality of China as 

a nation in conflict with the West. As Meisner has suggested, if China was a "proletarian 

nation" than national struggie and class struggle were one and the same thing. If China 

was indeed "proletarianizeci" then it had a revolutionary role to play on a global level. 

Consider the following statement by Li: 

The race question has become a class question and the races, on a world scale, have corne to 
confiont each other as classes .... the struggIe between the white and colored races will occur 
sirnultaneously with the class sû-uggle. The Russian Revolution is evidence of this. Although 
[members of] the white race participated in the Russian Revolution, the oppressed colored races also 
took pw and the object [of the Revolution] was to resist the oppressor-chss white race. Thus it can 
be seen that the "class stniggle" between the "Iower-class" colored races and the upper ciass white 
race is already in embryonic form, and its forward movement has not yet stopped.* 

While never directiy colonized, there were the ever present treaty-ports on Chinese 

temitory which resulted not only in national humiliation, but were a demonstration of the 

West's rnilitary superiority. Idenwing China as a "proletarian" nation meant that it was 

placing itself in the anti-imperialist camp. As the Jdy 1922 Second Manifesta of the Party 

declared: "The CCP is a branch of the Cornintem. Now it cries aloud to the Chinese 

workers and poor peasants: Rally to the flag of the CP and join our stmggles quickly .... It 



also cries: Corne and join o u  revolutionary fiends the world over and advance shodder 

to shoulder.'*' 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we have demonstrated how nationaiist concerns played a central role in the 

early years of the Party. Given the lack of a ngid ideological orientation, it was 

nationalism which provided the impetus for the Party. While this was radically different 

fiom the elite nationalist preoccupation of the New Cultural rnovement, by addressing 

issues of labor and China's exploitation at the hmds of the foreign powers. the 

Communist Party was able to address the people in a language they understood. 

The failure of the New Culture movement was precisely that it was an elite 

movement where discourses remained trapped in scholarly abstractions. Whiie the issues 

they were concerned with - Confucianism, the decay of the Imperid state, and 

relationships of dominance within the family - were genuine concerns, theorizing about a 

break with tradition has always been an intellectual luxury. Historically, movements for 

change have always have gained popular support when they moved beyond intellectual 

discourses on the plight of the people and the nation, and begin addressing concrete social 

issues which people can grasp. Such was precisely the case with the way the CCP 

attempted to address social issues, by focusing on the role of foreign capital and the 

means through which this subjugated Chinese people. 

Of course, this is not to imply that from the very beginning the CCP had a coherent 

program and ideology; on the contrary, in its early years the CCP was charactenzed by 

ideoIogical inconsistencies. Yet while there were ideological inconsistencies, there was 

also a parallel process of focusing on concrete social issues, which could be grasped and 

possibly amended. While the program of addressing issues of labor may have had limited 

success in the early years, by playing into nationalist sentiments which were accentuated 

during the May Fourth movement, it entrenched the CCP's position as a organization that 

was genuinely concerned with changing the social fabric of Chinese society. 
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C hapter Two 

From Nationalist Revolution to Populist Movements: 

The Comintern and the Chinese Revolution, 1922-27 

Following the publicity of the Karakhan declaration in March 1920 there was a drastic 

change in attitude about the Soviet Revolution which culminated in the warm welcome 

Voitinsky received in Beijing and Shanghai, and the subsequent formation of the 

Communist Party under the auspices of the Comintern. Given the realities of global 

capitalism, and the bondage of Chinese society through different modes of imperialism. 

the Party now looked towards the Soviet Union for guidance to throw off the imperialist 

shackles. The resulting display of solidarity amongst "proletarianized" nations - to 

borrow a phrase fÏom Li Dazhao - of which China was certainly one, and the Soviet 

Union. was based on a mutual desire see the end of Western imperialism. 

This chapter begins by expounding on Lenin's theories on the national and colonial 

question. These provided the foundation for early Comintern policy, and were 

consequently of great significance. In practice the Comintern's policy amounted to 

supporting the anti-imperialist elements in the colonies and the semi-colonies. In their 

rhetonc, the bourgeoisie were seen to be fighting for self-de, and therefore an alliance 

with the bourgeoisie was seen to be the first step towards nationalist revohtions in parts 

of the world dorninated by Western capital. This was the fust step towards the world 

revolution, since the Est order of the day was the overthrow of the imperialists; only 

after that was achieved, could there be a transition towards socialist society. Therefore. in 

their desire for self-de, the Chinese bourgeoisie was seen to playing a progressive role 

of combating the irnperialist powers. The sharing of this mutual interest between the 

Guomindang and the CCP led to the creation of the First United Front under the direction 

of the Comrnunist International. 

While the Comintern played a central role in the early years of the CCP, the Party 

was not hatched out of a conspiracy in Moscow; as the previous chapter demonstrates, 

there was an indigenous impetus for change. Nevertheless, the Cornintem was extremely 



influentid in moiclhg the initial course of the CCP, particularly because of their stress on 

the nationalist revolution. 

This chapter attempts to demonstrate the two areas where national consciousness 

was to play an extremely significant role in the penod between 1922 and 1927. First was 

the significance of the nationalist revolution which was an important concem for the 

Cornintern, the CCP, and Sun Yatsen7s GMD. The objectives of the nationalist revolution 

were straightfonvard enough: the unification of China and the destruction of the 

hegemony of the imperialists and the warlords. In the initiai phase ( 1922- 1924) the 

emphasis, both by the GMD and the CCP, was on the implementation of a nationalist 

revolution fiom above. 

But fiom 1925 onwards there was also a the growing nationai awareness arnongst 

the workers and peasants. This is present most clearly in the growing nurnber of urban 

strikes and unprecedented peasant revoits. Not only were the workers and peasants 

dispiaying a national consciousness in their confYontation with the irnperialist modes of 

production, but by 1926 there was also acknowledgment by some members of the CCP 

that the peasantry and workers were to be as crucial, if not more, to the nationalist 

revolution than the bourgeoisie. Furthemore, by 1926, there was growing awareness that 

these forces would have to be integrated within the nationalist revolution, This rnarked a 

drastic change fiom the discourses covered earlier in this chapter, where the primary 

emphasis was on fmding a niche within the United Front. 

7'he Chinese Revulution and the National and Colonial Question 

The diaiectic between theory and practice has been the bane of Marxist revoIutionary 

thought, not only in China and the Soviet Union, but elsewhere in Asia, Africa, Latin 

Arnerica, and the developed world as well. Put another way, how does one reconcile 

Marxist theory and its stipulation about the nature of production, labor, and class with 

actual revolutionary practice in a society exploited by imperial econornies. consisting 

largely of peasants, and where the proletariat rnay be at a relatively low stage of 

consciousness due to the comparative backwardness of the economic transition? Also, 



how codd the experiences of the Bolshevik revolution, when juxtaposed with Marxist 

theory, present a revolutionary program for the Chinese revolution? 

Centrai to the Comintem's policy in China during the 1920s was Lenin's Thesis on 

the National and Colonial Question presented during the Second Congress of the 

Communist International in 1920. The thesis, with amenciments by the Indian cornrnunist. 

M. N. Roy, was a peculiar and contradictory document, yet one that would be extremely 

influential in the Comintem's policy making process. 

The ideas put forward by Lenin durkg the Second Conference of the Communist 

International were a culmination of ideas hitherto developed, both by Lenin and ~ a r x . '  

WhiIe adhering to the orthodox M&st belief that capitalism was a precursor for a 

socialist revolution, Lenin also believed that the collapse of capitalism would herald a 

world revolution. Moreover the Iink between capitalism and imperialism was not only a 

central one in Lenin's writings but an essential one which was the corner-stone for much 

of the Cornintern's policies. In his Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitaiisrn. Lenin 

wrote: 

Imperialism emerged as the development and direct continuation of  the fundamental attributes of 
capitatism in general .... Imperiaiism is the monopoly stage of capitalism, Such a definition would 
include what is most important, for, on the one hand, the division of the world is the transition fiom 
a colonial policy which has extended without hindrance to temtories unoccupied by any capitalist 
power, to a colonial policy of the monopoIistic possession of the tenitories of the world which have 
been completely divided up.' 

It followed that it was o d y  by the collapse of Western imperiaiism that the Western 

capitalist economies could be cmhed, and a socialist revolution, as envisioned by the 

Soviet communists, could take place in the rest of the world. 

Where Lenïn departed fiom the accepted Marxist orthodoxy was in his appraisal of 

the role of the bourgeoisie in the colonies and the semi-colonies. While Marx (and Lenin) 

agreed that the Western bourgeoisie had played a progressive role in the breaking of 

feudalism and ushering in capitalism in the West, they both realized that this stage had 

passed by their tirne.) But Lenin still retained a degree of faith in the bourgeoisie in parts 

of the world exploited by Western capital. "The Western bourgeoisie has decayed and is 

already being confionted by its gravediggers - the proletariat," he wrote, "But in Asia 

there still exists a bourgeoisie capable of representing sincere, militant, consistent 



democracy, a worthy cornpanion of the great preachers and great public men of the end of 

the eighteenth century in France." Lenui saw the Asian bourgeoisie in a progressive 

bhary opposition to the warlords and the feudal remnants which he perceived as being 

closely linked to the imperialist ventures.' 

The nationalist movement in the colonies was one on which Lenin placed a great 

deal of emphasis. Aiongside supporthg socialist movernents in the Western countries 

themselves, another means of bringing about the collapse of the Western capitalist 

economies was to support anti-colonial and nationalist movernents in the colonies and 

semi-colonies. which were thought to be in direct confrontation with colonialism. The 

colonies were seen to be the weak links in the Westem capitalist system. and a collapse 

and emancipation of the colonies would certainly have adverse affects on the metropoles. 

Thus, the emphasis would be on the Western proletariat and Eastern nationalism - 

together which would constitute a world revolutionary mo~ernent.~ It was thought that the 

social transition in Europe codd not take place unless there was also a transition in the 

colonized parts of the world. The Western proletariat and Asian bourgeuisie had a 

cornmon interest in the eradication of colonialism. In Asia, irnpenalism hampered 

indigenous industry and the end of colonialism would allow the emergence of indigenous 

capitalism. At the sarne time, an end to colonialism would deal a tremendous bIow to the 

Western bourgeoisie and this would allow for a proletarian revolutiod 

Following the First World War, nationalism loomed largely in the foreground with 

many nations expressing their desire for self-determination. The timing of the formation 

of the Communist International points to what must have been a logical move to make 

alliances with people in colonized societies who were struggling for self-rule. Under such 

circumstances, nationalism was seen as a progressive anti-imperialist force which must be 

supported to bring an end to colonialism. 

In such a global scenario, the Soviet Union emerged as the first socialist society in 

history. Not only was the state system radically different fiom any previous one? but it 

was guided by Marxism which laid down very clear postdates about the transition of 

society fiom one economically determined historic stage to the next. Because the 

Bolshevik revolutionaries had initiated a successful proletarian revolution, the fulfillment 



of Marx's prophecies of an evenhial global proletarian revolution actually becarne a 

reasonable possibility. Lenin and Trotsky saw the Bolshevik revolution as the first in a 

series of proletarian revolutions spanning the globe. Also the continuing of the revolution 

was not only essentiai for ideological reasons, but was thought to be critical for the 

survival of the Soviet Union.' Therefore, the Soviet Union had a histone role to play in 

upholding and supporting the proletarian cause the world over. 

Though not explicitly stated, the Cornintern saw colonized societies as an 

aggregation of groups and societies which would have to be maneuvered into different 

strategic alliances depending on the revolutionary stage.' Similarly, in these societies. 

three potentiai revolutionary scenarios were identified; the anti-feudal revolution directed 

against traditional authority, an anti-colonial movement, and a possible working class 

revolution. Because of the virtual penetration of foreign capital in every aspect of the 

economy, the anti-feudal and anti-colonial revolution were seen to be one and the sarne." 

At the time the Comintem's primary goal was supporting elements which were seen 

to be the most anti-imperialist. This Lenin had identified as the bourgeoisie. However 

during the Congress, Lenin faced considerable opposition form Roy on this issue. Insofar 

as Roy believed that the capitalist stage of the revolution could be bypassed. Roy's 

reasoning was similar to Lenin7s. For Lenin, alliances with the nationalist bourgeoisie 

was essential; yet this did not imply a bourgeoisie led nationalist revolution. While the 

policies of the Comrnunist international towards anti-imperialist movements was based 

largely on the assumption that the collapse of capitalism would emancipate the Western 

proletariat, Roy took this reaçoning one step M e r  by suggesting that the collapse of 

colonialism was essential for the realization of communism in the West. Therefore, both 

saw revolutions in the East to be critical for the establishment of communist States in the 

West!' 

But unlike Lenh who believed that the Asian bourgeoisie still had the potential to 

play a progressive role in the anti-imperialist revolution, Roy was very skepticai of the 

role of the bourgeoisie. Speakuig £iom the colonial expenence of India, he insisted that 

the bourgeoisie in the colonized nations could not be trusted as allies. Disillusioned 

pcrhaps with nationalist leaders in India, Roy's cynical appraisal of the bourgeoisie was 



based on the bourgeoisie's unstated realization that makuig alliances with their colonial 

masters prior to decolonkation could cernent their economic and political status as 

leaders of the nation - colonialism was, after dl ,  a lucrative business. '' 
Roy's cynicism points to a fundamentai point in his understanding of the nationalist 

rnovement in the colonies, which was the elite's nationalist impulses had no resonance 

amongst the masses, and that the elite were concemed with cementing their own socio- 

economic positions, an analysis that bore striking resemblance to the circumstances in 

China. Roy also disagreed with Lenul in that he believed that the actud potential for 

change lay with the landless peasantry, and that it was this segment of the population that 

should be targeted and receive the support of the Cornmunist International. Support for 

the bourgeoisie could oniy result in capitalism. He also believed that the task of the 

Communist International was to support an anti-imperialist movernent independent of the 

bourgeoisie, thereby passing the bourgeoisie-democratic stage of the revolution 

altogether." 

Despite the scathing criticism levied against ROY," the proposal that was adopted by 

the Second Congress of the Communist International atternpted to take his views into 

considerations. While the proposal is clear on the role of the reactionary role of the 

bourgeoisie, it also suggests that this alliance may be necessary.14 Nevertheless it cautions 

that: "[The Comrnunist International] must not amalgamate with [the bourgeoisie]; it 

must traditionally maintain the independence of the proletarian movement, even if it is an 

embryonic stage." On the role of the proletariat it stipulates: "[tlhe entire policy of the 

Comrnunist International on the national and colonial question must be based primarily 

on bringing together the proletariat and the working classes of al1 nations and countries 

for the cornmon revolutionary stmggle for the overthrow of the landlords and the 

bourgeoisie."15 

It was clear that in its initial stages, the anti-ùnperialist revolution would not be a 

comrnunist revolution, since any attempt to focus the revolutionary movement dong the 

lines of a proletarian or agrarian standpoint wodd be to alienate another segment of the 

population, the bourgeoisie. Yet this did not mean that the comrnunist vanguard should 

cede the leadership of the movement to the bourgeoisie.16 While in theory this may have 



been possible, by advocating this policy, Lenin was walking a very fine line between 

using the bourgeoisie to support the movement and allowing an al1 out hijacking of the 

anti-imperialist rnovement by the bourgeoisie, which was precisely what happened in 

China. 

This highlights the complexities in theory, and the inherent contradictions in 

practice, of the Communist International's approach to supporting anti-colonial 

movements. In essence there was no rigid ideological plan of action except for the belief 

that as a first step, the Comintem should ally itself with the enemies of the imperialists. 

This Lenin saw as the bourgeoisie because of their nationalist rhetoric. The arnendments. 

put forward by Roy, while integrated into the supplementary thesis, in practice seem to 

pale in significance, with the Comintem continuing to place its primary influence on 

supporting the nationalist movement led by the bourgeoisie, instead of the landless 

peasantry. 

Collaboration with the Nationalist, 1922- 1924 

In Sun Yatsen and the GiMD the Comintern advisors found a strong nationalist orientation 

which they saw to be anti-imperïalist. The Comintem representative, Maring, was clearly 

impressed by the make-up of the GMD. Consider his positive appraisal of the 

"intelligentsia": "A number of h e m  became acquainted with socialism in Japan or France 

and cal1 themselves Socialists. Sun Yatsen is one of these, and he told me personally that 

he considers hirnself a Bolshevik ..., Also among the oficers with whom 1 had contact, 

there was a great interest in the Russian revolution and the Red h y . " "  

This section looks at the application of Lenin's theories on the national revolution 

in China between 1922 and 1924. The quest for an alliance with an anti-irnperialist 

nationalist bourgeoisie was quickly fulfilled with the Cornintem representatives 

discovering Sun Yatsen and the GMD. Impressed by the nationalist overtones of the 

GMD, Comintem representatives came up with contradictory analysis of the GMD to 

justie the alliance. Fascinated with the GMD, the CCP was rnaneuvered into an alliance 

with the GMD under the banner of the United Front. It is important to remember that the 

United Front was essentially a strategic nationalist alliance. While the CCP did reap some 



initial benefits fiom an alliance with the GMD, the program of both the parties were 

fundamentally different. The only common interest was the shared nationalist interest of 

combating the imperialists and warlords. While the importance of creating the United 

Front by the Comintem was illustrattive of the stress placed on the nationalist revolution. 

we shodd nevertheless be wary of seeing the nationalist revolution as a concern which 

was introduced by the Soviets. As we saw in the previous chapter, concem with foreign 

exploitation had been a central concem of the Chinese comrnunists fkorn the very 

Maring had a great admiration of the link beîween the GMD and the workers 

movement in South China. Comrnenting on the January 1922 strike of the sailors. Maring 

noted: "The striking workers participated in the nationalist demonstrations of the [GMD]. 

and al1 hancial support came fiom the GMD. The cornmunist group in Canton had no 

links whatsoever with the striking sailors ... The ties between the GMD and strikers were 

so close that about 12,000 sailors in Canton, Hong Kong, and Shantou joined that 

political party." Even his understanding of what he himself categorizes as the '-capitalist 

elements" within the GMD is surpnsingly positive: "These Chinese have always financed 

the workers' party and expect it to unie China, to establish law and order, to eradicate 

the divisive influence of the [constant fighting] and to defend China's independence frorn 

foreign dorninati~n."'~ 

Moreover, he saw the GMD to be a nationalist party with a program to end foreign 

domination, establish democracy, and worthy life for the citizens. But many of these 

perceptions were arguably questionable. Roy, for example, was highly critical of the 

GMD. At the time Sun Yatsen was flirting with a peculiar scheme of developing China's 

economy with the help of foreign investrnent. According to Roy: 

Having failed to evolve any radical social theory, to FonnuIate a defmite political program, and to 
lead the revolution when calted upon to do so, Sun Yatsen gave free reign to his imagination. His 
only coherent work was a book titled international Development of China. It was a mechanical 
scheme of fantastic dimensions. Nothing testifies more eIoquentIy to his utter inability for grasping 
the probterns of China. The country was to be economically developed with the aid of foreign 
capital. The implication of this scheme was to deliver the country, body and soul, to the tender 
mercy of international irnperialism which, for more than half a century had plundered, pillaged, and 
partitioned it.19 



But while Roy had been critical of this debatable economic plan, Maring was not 

too concerned with the implications it had for China's sovereignty. He merely 

commented: "This book contains his plans for a state capitalist economy; he states in the 

preface that this state capitalist economy must Lead to a sociaiist form of pr~duction."'~ 

Furthemore, Sun Yatsen was not very enthusiastic about Comintem support. nor did he 

believe in comrnunism or class struggle as a revolutionary alternative. As Roy wrote: 

"[tlhe social background of the movement was still predominantly bourgeoisie. the 

working class still being an auxiliary factor: the leadership as personifies by Sun Yatsen 

was decidedly opposed to communism but] the Soviet Republic still offered its support 

[because ofl the historic importance of the national revolution in the colonial countries 

and its anti-imperialist ~haracter.''~' 

The perceived anti-imperialist nature of the nationalist revolution was central to the 

policy of the Communist International: Lenin had instmcted Cornintem representatives 

not to paint nationalist leaders red in order to support them, and that the CI should give 

them "any possible help without condition.'- The policy for extending a helping hand to 

the Chinese nationalists s t e m e d  fiom what Roy called a "Marxian understanding of 

history," in which, "the struggle of the subject people for national fieedom is part of the 

greater world-wide stniggle for socialism .... Whatever might be the attitude of the 

Chinese nationalists, the success of their struggle would be a step forward towards the 

realization of cornrnunism on a world stage." in principle, Roy too favored supporting the 

nationalists, and his Leninist justification were as follows: "In the historic struggle for 

overthrowing the bourgeoisie fiom the position of power, the working class must ally 

itselfwith al1 the forces antagonistic to its enemy. Subject nationalities are held by 

Hnperialism in varying degrees of social backwardness." Consequently, "the fight for 

liberation involves classes not directly interested in cornrnunism, and in earlier stages it is 

usually led by social elements consciously hostile to cornmunism. That was the case of 

the Chinese nationalist movement in 1923, when it came into contact with the Soviet 

Republic." Continuhg Siis line of reasoning, he argued that the nationalist revoIution in 

colonized nations was fûndarnentally an anti-impenalist movement. The social 



composition of the movement was irrelevant and insofar it contributes to the downfdl of 

imperialism, it helped the proletarian revolution? 

While Sun Yztsen made no secret of his lack of enthusiasm for communism.'" 

members of the Chinese Cornmunist Party were also highly critical of the GMD. In an 

April 1922 letter to Voitinsky, Chen Duxiu voiced his disapprovai of Maring's 

suggestion that the CCP and Socialist Y o d  League join the GMD. Chen was of the 

opinion that the program of the CCP and the GMD had nothing in common. and 

cooperation with Western economies for the devclopment of China's economy was not 

compatible with a communist ideology. He also wrote: "People of each province regarded 

[the GMD] as a political party scrambling for power and profit. If the CP enters this 

party, the faith of members of society will be completely lost (particularly arnongst the 

young), there will never be an opportunity for de~elopment."'~ 

But despite the fact that the CCP was wary of an alliance with the GMD, in 1 922 

they accepted the alliance in principle.'6 This stage of the alliance was "the B lock 

Without" in which the CCP, while entering an alliance with the GMD, still attempted to 

maintain its independence and class interest. Given the fact that the Party was still in its 

embryonic phase, and therefore numencalkj weak, the alliance could give the CCP access 

to the workers movements. Moreover, the Comintern had been supportive of the alliance. 

and the CCP looked towards the Comrnunist International as a source of ideological and 

organizational orientation. The Comintern for their part continued to see the GMD as a 

genuinely revolutionary party which upheld the principles of the 191 1 revolution. While 

the CCP did not deny the bourgeoisie component of the GMD, they reasoned that the 

CCP must ally itself with the Nationalists until such t h e  as the rift between the 

bourgeoisie and the proletariat necessitated a split.17 

Once the CCP was maneuvered into an alliance with the GMD they justified it as 

follows: in Eastern economically backwards countries the proletariat was subjected to the 

combined exploitation of foreign capital and native feudalism. Furthemore, not only was 

the proletariat weak, but the bourgeoisie has been unable to concentrate its forces against 

the foreign irnperialists and the native feudals. Under such circumstances the proletariat 

had a historic role to play in propping up the bourgeoisie against the colonialists. T h e  



proletariat m u t  by its economic power make the bourgeoisie understand the necessity for 

esrablishing a united front with the proletariat to over throw their common enemy - the 

native feudd militarists and international imperialists." But C hen' s fo llowing statement 

is indicative of the complexities of the alliance: "The victory of the United Front will be a 

victory of the bourgeoisie. But only in the United Front will the young proletariat be able 

to fight by achial deeds and not mere avowal of principles. It c m  only develop its 

strength and its own independent class stniggle in the complex process of the stniggle in 

the United Front." He also wrote, "The proletariat must not only cooperate with this Party 

in the struggle for democracy and unification, but it m u t  also urge the slogans of "Anti- 

Imperialism," "Support Working Class Interests" and "Freedom" in order to widen the 

scope of the struggle." Despite the alliance, there was a definite hint of antagonisrn 

against the Nationalists "We must carry on propaganda arnong the workers within the 

Guomindang Party, speed up the development of their class consciousness and make 

them understand that the Guomindang is not the party of the proletariat, If the 

Guomindang Party allied itself with reactionary and dark forces ... or with imperialists. 

must ruthlessly oppose iteWz8 An implicit understanding was that since the Party was 

maneuvered into the alliance, they must use propaganda work within the United Front to 

try and capture the workers rnovement by playing to the nationalist sentiment of the 

masses fiom where they hoped to draw their support. 

While members of the CCP were atternpting to find a niche for themselves in an 

alliance with the Guomindang, the GMD and the Comintem moved even closer in the 

beginning of 1923. The joint declaration of Sun Yatsen and A. Joffe discounts any 

possibility of an immediate communist revol~tion.'~ W l e  the CCP looked to the 

Comintern for ideological and organizational orientation, the Comintern seemed more 

interested in strengthening their alliance with the GMD. Shortly before, Maring had 

convinced mernbers of the CCP to forrnally enter the GMD - the Block Within - based on 

the assumption that the GMD was a multi-party alliance, which represented different 

class interest. Thought the CCP complied, the independent party program was completely 

subordinated to the nationalist revolution. 



Given the Soviet Union's complete renunciation of any territorial claims on Chinese 

soi1 procured during the Tsarist regime (in the Karakhan declaration), and also a 

renunciation of any claims in Outer Mongolia, it was not surpnsing that Sun Yatsen 

would endone the presence of  Comintern advisors in China-" But the real betrayal of the 

CCP by the Comintem was spelled out in the very first point of the January 1 923 joint 

declaration of Sun and Joffe. Consider the following: "Dr. Sun is of the opinion that. 

because of the non-existence of conditions favorable to their successful application in 

C b a ,  it is not possible to carry out either Communist or even the Soviet system in 

China. M. Joffe agrees entirely with this view." The declaration continued: "He [Sun] is 

further of the opinion that China's most important and most pressing problems are the 

completion of national unification and the attainment of full national independence. With 

regards to these tasks, M. JofFe has assured Dr. Sun of the Russian people's warmest 

sympathy for China, and of their willingness to lend ~upport."~' 

nie arrivai of Borodin in China in August 1923 saw increased emphasis on the 

national revolution. Borodin was sent not as an advisor to the Chinese Comunis t  Party. 

but as an eavoy to the Guomindang with the specific purpose of assisting Sun with the 

nationalist revolution. Their lack of cornmitment to a revolutionary prograrn was apparent 

in a joint manifesto released in the Fa11 of 1923. In the drafi, prepared by Borodin for Sun 

Yatsen, the two asserted that Sun's "Three People's Principles" were in fact a rneans of 

implementing what would essentially be a Chinese Bolshevik revolution. They suggested 

that the reason the October revolution succeeded and the Chinese had not succeeded till 

that time was because people did not correctly understand the "Three People's 

Principles." According to Sun, "[The Russian Revolution] ... explained [to the Chinese 

communists] that the Principle of Nationalisrn is a timeiy remedy r o r  the ills of China] 

and not an obsolete relic of the This is an interesting staternent. While Sun and 

Borodin do not elaborate, 1 am inclined to believe that nationalism came to be seen as a 

touchstone through which China's plight could be addressed. That is to szj, in seeking to 

find a language of reform - no matter how rhetorical - it was the issue of nationalism in 

its different guises which was most prominent. 



The alliance between the GMD and the CCP was hugh t  with tension. The 1923 

declaration by the Third Congress of the CCP was highly critical of the GMD. The CCP 

criticized the GMD on two fronts, the first of which was the reliance on foreign powers 

for the help in the Chinese national revolution. "Such requests for help fkom the enemy 

not only cost the [GMD] to lose the leadership of the national revolution but also make 

the people depend on foreign power, thus destroying their confidence and spirit OF 

nationai independence." The GMD's policy of channeling al1 their resources into military 

expenditure also came under criticism. Because they were not concentrating on 

propaganda, "the GMD loses its political leadership, because a national revolutionary 

party can never succeed by relying solely on military action without winning nationwide 

popular ~ympathy."~' 

Given these misgivings on key points, why did the CCP enter an alliance with the 

GMD? The answer lies largely in the limited success the CCP had in mobilization on 

their own. The February Seventh incidence (1923) in particular seems to be a rude 

awakening, when the Party's labor movements everywhere in China except in GMD 

controlled areas suffered fkorn a major crackdown korn warlords. This illustrated the 

precariousness of the communist movement. Still in its infancy, it was apparent that if the 

Party was to play any significant role, the first prerequisite was its survival. For this 

reason it was thought that the GMD - which was more established - could be used as a 

smoke screen by the CCP. A Party resolution in 1923 stated: "The GMD is most certainly 

the central force in the nationalist movement .... We must establish or join the progressive 

organizations in the name of the GMD."~~ The February Seventh also had a sobering 

effect on the Party because it indicated that the proletarian movement was still in an 

cmbryonic stage, and consciousness amongst the workers was not at a level that the CCP 

ha8 pieviously thought it to be." 

Following the creation of the United Front, the CCP placed greater emphasis on the 

nationalist revolution. The espousal of nationalism was not merely because the CCP had 

been integrated within the GMD, but also because of a renewed interest in the national 

question in the Soviet Union during 1923-24, when the Fourth Congress of the 



Communist International stepped up their emphasis on supporting the nationalist 

movements in ~ s i a ~ "  

The renewed interest by the Comintern was reflected in a similar heightened interest 

in the nationalist revolution by the Party. At the tirne, Chen theorized: 

The capitalist impenalists make use of patriotism to cheat the laboring masses and lure thern to the 
support of the imperialism of theù own countries. This is the type of patnotism we must oppose. 
The oppressed weak nations use patriotism to call up the whoIe populace to sn-uggle âgainst 
international imperialism. We should not oppose this kind of patriotisrn ... The nationaIism of the 
capitalists is actually the instrument of imperialism- From the viewpoint of the proletariat. the 
meaning of nationalism is the struggle of weak nations against irnperiaii~m."~' 

This made Chen develop a distinction between bourgeoisie and proletarian 

nationalism: "~ourgeoisie nationalism] does not want to liberate those weak nationaiities 

under its control .... The other is proletarian nationaiism, which advocates self- 

determination for ail nationalitie~."~~ While the CCP was faced with a nationalist agenda 

in their dealings both with the GMD and the Comintern, they attempted to interpret it in a 

way which would have at least some semblance to a proletarian movement. A November 

1923 resolution conceniing the nationalist movement clarified that at the present moment. 

the labor, peasant, student, and women's movements were d l  part of a nationalist 

movement. While their emphasis on the peasantry appears to have more to do with 

reform rather than nationaiism, the foiiowing is indicative of how they saw the 

manifestation of nationalism at the gras roots leveI. 

The peasantry is the strongest force in the nationalist movement. Thus, the GMD shouid use the 
nation's peasanûy as its base and set up sub-branches in the rural areas of every province. The 
movement's strategy will be to begin by educating the peasants, using the slogan "For t!re benefit of 
al1 peasants," and by working on irrigation projects, protection against robbers, boycottin= foreign 
goods, and resisting heavy taxes. At the present stage we should begin to improve economic 
conditions of the tenant famers even if it causes resentment on the part of the middle peasant~.~' 

Yet unlike Chen and Li, others were not convinced of the feasibility of following a 

nationalist course charted by the GMD. In a letter to Voitinsky and Musin, Zhang 

acknowledged that the CCP was in its UIfancy, and that a nationalist movement could be 

carried out. But he raised a central point about the legitimacy of the GMD: "[The GMD] 

which aiways engaged in making govemment and carrying on military action cornpelled 

to compromise with this or that foreign irnperidist and domestic militarist and therefore 

has ceased to be a nationalist party." He also observed that the anti-imperialist sentiments 



were largely directed against Japan, and not so much against British or American 

imperialism. But the central point was this: "The Chinese bourgeoisie [that is. industriai 

capitalist bankers, and merchants] still very much depend upon the foreign capitalists in 

every direction, especially economically ... the domestic bourgeoisie is still f a  off as a 

conscious force set against the foreign oppression." 

In this section we saw how the idea of the nationalist revolution came to be the primary 

consideration of the Cornintem. This was in keeping with the Leninist notion that the 

comrnunist movements ought to be allied with the most anti-imperialist elernents. These 

the Cornintern identified as Sun and the GIMD, and this became the basis of the United 

Front, the idea being that before a cornmunist revolution could take place, China had to 

go through a phase of nationalist revolution in which the imperiaiists (and the warlords) 

would be rooted out of the nation. But aside fkom their joint interest of fieeing China 

from the imperiaiists, the CCP and the GMD were composed of different classes and 

different class interests. Nevertheless the CCP entered the alliance, not only because it 

was initiated by the Comintern, but also because at the tirne, the Party was weak and saw 

an alliance with the GMD as a means of reaching the masses. 

But by the tirne of Lenin's death in January 1924 it becarne clear that there were 

two strains pulling the CCP. While the CCP did its best to twist into the most unholy of 

dliances under the Comintern's instructions, in the period between 1924 and 1927, the 

workers movements gained a momentum which was diEcult to ignore. Of course, the 

Iabor movements and sû-ikes were not always instigated by the CCP; on the contrary 

many were a display of the popularity of the GMD, and the United Front was seen as a 

means for the CCP to reach these workers. Nevertheless, here was a populist proletarian 

movement for al1 to see. During the next three years it became clear that a dichotomy 

existed between the nationaiist politics of the GMD, and the grass-roots activism of the 

urban areas and peasant movernents. While the CCP continued to look for their niche in 

the United Front, the political arena became increasingly polarized. 



Following the death of Lenin and the continuation of the "Leninist" polices under Stalin. 

the Chinese revolution embarked on a particularly tenuous phase. While there may have 

been some ment in supporting the Nationalists till 1924 (if one agrees that the CCP was 

still in its infancy, and therefore, unable to survive on its own) collaboration with the 

Nationdists after 1924 was somewhat harder to justi@ strategically. This is because fiom 

1924 onwards there was a growing workers and peasants movement in the country. 

Moreover, some members of the Party began to see that the nationalist revohtion could 

be carried out on the bais  of the worken and peasants, instead of the bourgeoisie. But 

these views remained conhed to a select group of individuals. 

In 1924 the CCP was caught in a static political culture of elite nationalist 

discourses. Evidence suggests that the CCP's programs at this point were almost 

nonexistent; most documents surveyed dealt exclusively with the alliance with the GMD 

and the CCP's role in the nationalist revolution. Under these circurnstances it was this 

stagnant nationalism which brought the CCP to a position of near impotence, thus 

allowing Chiang Kaishek to launch his anti-Comrnunist repression of 12 April 1927. 

Gainïng an insight into the pitfalls of the Chinese revolution at this stage is important 

since different approaches to the revolution would becorne important issue of contention. 

This was hue particularly of the diverging opinions within the CCP about the potential of 

the peasantry and the urban proletaiat. An important issue was: was an ailiance with the 

bourgeoisie necessary for the nationalist revolution, or codd the workers and peasants 

serve as a vanguard? 

Trotsky's views on the policy of the Cornintern act as a starting point for a critical 

examination of the revolution. Trotslq was critical of the alliance with the GMD because 

the GMD was a bloc of four classes - peasant, proletarîat, petty and national bourgeoisie - 
and he considered this alliance un-Marxist- Classes, not political organizations comprised 

of blocs, wielded power. By insisting on a bloc, the Cornintern denied the class 

contradictions that were inherent in the relationship between the bourgeoisie and the 

proletariat, Trotsky was of the opinion that only the proletariat could lead the revolution; 

as Zhang also pointed out, the link between the compradore bourgeoisie and the 

imperialists was a very obvious one.*' 



Trotsky saw the alliance with the bourgeoisie as a fundamental flaw in the 

Comintern's plan. He argued that imperialism affected different classes differently. "The 

powerfüi role of foreign capital in the iife of China has created very strong sections of the 

bourgeoisie, the bureaucracy, and militaxy to join their destiny with that of the 

irnperialism. Without this tie the enormous role of the "militarists" in the life of modern 

China would be inconceivable.'" Furthemore, he argued that the distinction between the 

compradore bourgeoisie and the nationalist bourgeoisie was a false one, since the two 

were actually very close together. The alliance between the bourgeoisie and the CCP was 

also unwise, because in a colonial context, class differences end up getting polarized for 

Trotsky the anti-imperialist struggle was class s t r ~ ~ ~ l e . ' ~  An alliance with the GMD was 

bound to end up in a catastrophe. By making an alliance with the GMD, the CCP was in 

reality making an alliance against the working class. 

Rather than getting caught in the terminology of revolutionary stages, which 

Trotsky believed could be transgressed, and being caught up in discourses on 

nationaiism, which he saw as inherently anti-proletarian, he believed that imrnediate 

objective of the revolution should be to "deepen itself'; that is to assume control 

whenever and wherever the Party couid* He also asserted that no social movement 

suffered as much as the CCP as a consequence of the influence of the Comintem. His 

telling statement that, "power resides not in democratic vote, but in property. and by the 

monopoly of information and armsunents," appropriately captured the trajectory the CCP- 

GMD alliance would embark on between 1924 and 1 9 2 7 . ~  

Trotsky was also of the opinion that stages could be skipped in a series of relentless 

permanent revolutions. It was not necessary for a nation to go through a capitalist or 

nationalist stage. '9t is possible for the workers to corne to power in an economically 

backward country sooner than in an advanced capitalist coun try... To imagine that the 

dictatorship of the proletariat is in sorne way dependent upon the technical development 

and resources of a country is a prejudice of economic materialism simplified to 

absurdity.'"' This was an important point for it pointed away fiom a national Darwinian 

approach to the idea that certain nations, because of their advanced economic 

development, wodd achieve socialism before the economically backward ones? 



Fundamental to the concept of the permanent revolution was the idea that the peasantry 

and the proletariat must ally itself against the nationalist bourgeoisie; aiso the dictatorship 

of the proletariat did not take place after the revolution, but was part of the process."7 

Trotsky7s suggestion that the workers and the peasants should deepen the revolution 

was important. In suggestions made to Indian communists in 1923. Roy had suggested 

that they organize workers and peasants parties and then embark on a cornmunist 

ideological program. But Roy saw the GMD to be fulfilling this role in China." There 

was still the genuine belief amongst Cornintern policy makers, as well as Roy and 

Trotsky, that the GMD was being used to propel the proletarian movement. 

1924 saw the emergence of populist movements in Southern China. These were not 

instigated by the CCP, and fiom the outset they seemed to be closely linked to the GMD. 

Yet the l in .  between these movements and the GMD was a faint one at best, and for the 

most part the rnovements were propelled by their own momentum. This display of 

solidarity between the workers of China marked the reemergence of a grass roots anti- 

imperialist nationalism. Almost a year fiom the Febniary Seventh suppression of workers 

in 1923, a workers cornmittee was organized to fight for the "improvement of living 

conditions, respect for our fate, education for us and our children, the right to form 

individuai unions, to forge solidarity amongst railway ~orkers. '*~ 

The number of strikes in the country grew exponentially. In 19 1 8, there were twenty 

five recorded sirikes, involving Iess than 10,000 workers. By 1922, the number had risen 

to ninety one strikes, which involved a total of 150,000 workers. Through the early 1920s 

the labor movement grew with increasing "speed and militancy." On May Day 1924, 

100,000 workers marched through the streets of Shanghai. Twice the number 

demonstrated in Canton. Consider the statements on leaflets: "Eight hours OF work, eight 

hours of education and eight hours of rest - how reasonable this program is. ... For forty 

years the working class has poured out its blood for its realization. The time is past when 

the workers are but fodder for the bosses. They will not cede but to revolution? Then they 

shall have it." And, "Remember today, fellow workers, that you are men, just as the 

bosses are. Demand that you be heated as men. Organize! Numbers give strength! 



Cornrades will extend to you their band!"'* These pointed to a workers consciousness 

which had no direct link to the CCP or the GMD, though propaganda may have played a 

Part- 

Despite the fact that the workers' movements were ernerging on their own impetus. 

the GMD attempted to give them a nationalist twist. On May Day in 1924, Sun Yatsen 

addressed the workers as following, "The difference between the Chinese workers and the 

foreign workers lies in the fact that that the latter are oppressed only by their own 

capitalists and not by those of other countries .... The Chinese workers are not yet 

oppresses by Chinese capitalis ts.... They are oppressed by foreign ~a~italists."" The sarne 

t h e  also saw the mobilization of peasant societies in Haifeng under the leadership of 

Peng Pai and the formation of the first Peasant Association. While Peng played a 

tremendous role as a later day Chinese revolutionary, it is worth noting that at the time he 

appeared to be working on his own initiative. 

It is significant that the Peasant Association was void of a ngid ideological 

orientation. The emphasis was on addressing issues in a way that was comprehensible to 

the peasants. This, 1 believe, accounted for its success. Like above exarnples from 

pamphlets distributed d u ~ g  the May Day demonstration, the propaganda of the Peasant 

Association succinctiy addressed the plight of the people without obscuring it in elite 

tenninology. Consider the followulg: "The fathers and grandfathers of the present 

landowners took [the land] by force fiom the peasants. Even supposing it was bought. it 

was paid for only once, while the landowners have received rent on it for hundreds and 

thousands of years .... The landowners receive the greater part of the harvest without doing 

any work, How much money and sweat have we and our peasant forefathers expended on 

this land."52 

The Party realized the potential of the populist movements. A May 1924 resolution 

observed that the Party shouid focus specifically on anti-imperialism and democracy as a 

party platform." This the CCP attempted to do by emphasizing the nationalist 

undercurrents in the populist movements. Similar to the way that Suri had used the May 

Day demonstration to his advantage by making a point about imperialist exploitation, the 

CCP also attempted to make links between the nationalist acti-imperïaiist program, the 



current wave of workers strike, and the increasing political and econornic strength of the 

proletariat. 

One emphasis was on targeting the nodes of foreign capitalist investment. A CCP 

resolution stated: "The strength of foreign capital is greatest in the shipbuilding. railway. 

river, and ocean transportation industries. Organking these workers is the most practical 

and powerful means of opposing the forces of foreign capital and irnperialism." n i e  

resolution also stated that in the future it  was workers who would play a pivota1 role. It 

confinued: "[t] he proletariat in the manufacturing industries. .. having a common interest 

and suffering equally from the oppression of big capitalists, especially big foreign 

capitalists - is t!!e best material for the union rn~vernent."~~ 

In the initial months of 1925, Shanghai was caught up in an unprecedented nurnber 

of saikes. On May 30, students and strikers marched in the streets to protest the shooting 

of workers in Tsingtao and the murder o f  a Chinese worker in Shanghai by a Japanese 

foreman. In the subsequent months, there was an escalation of strikes and imperialist 

economic ventures in south China were ground to a halt for three months. 

A boycott of British goods was also declared and 100,000 workers fiom Hong Kong 

moved to Guangzhou. The strike which lasted till September, not only cost the British 

government 250,000 pounds a day, but was an astonishing demonstration of the growth 

and the potential of the workers movernent which the CCP was quick to realize: "The 

most backward part of the proletariat in north and central China was mobilized to join the 

struggle, thus helping millions of workers attain consciousness through the political and 

econornic stniggle. This is an unprecedented period and compels the CCP to emphasize 

the proletariat's Ieading role in the struggle and guide it in the national liberation 

mo~ement."~' This growing awareness amongst the workers was a demonstration of a 

nationalist revolution, which the CCP defined as the liberation of the entire nation (from 

imperialists and warlords) and the improvement of living conditions of the proletariat. "If 

we forget the proletariat's economic gains ... if we forget the proletariat's economic 

sû-uggle during the nationalist revolution, if we forget the proletariat's preparation for it's 

own class revolution in the nationalist revolution, if we are naively invotved in the 



bourgeois national democratic movement, we will do irreparable h m  to the proletariat 

and reduce the revolutionary character of the nationalist m~vement."'~ 

These ideas were put into practice during the Northern Expedition of 1926 where 

the CCP workers were instrumental in conducting propaganda work in the areas liberated 

by the nationalist annies. Special political officers, most of whom were cornrnunists. 

accompanied the liberating annies, and were instrumental in winning over the local 

populations. Emphasis was placed on propaganda work, by placing placards and 

distribuhg pamphlets thereby underrnining the enemy's morale.'' 

Soon afler the capture of 2 city, labor organizers set to work to organize the 

proletariat, and as a consequence revolutionary fervor escalated. In Hankow and 

Hanyang, the cities were soon plastered with posters denouncing imperialists and 

warlords and calling for the support for the nationalist revoi~tion.'~ 

Thus far in this section we have seen how there was a shift in the trajectory of the 

nationaiist revolution around 1924. While the earlier period (1 922- 1924) was 

characterized by the politics of the United Front, following 1924 there was the emergence 

of populist movements in the urban areas. Not oniy were there an unprecedented number 

of strikes, but the workers movements had distinctly anti-imperialist overtones. Because 

they were seen to be against foreign intervention, they were essential to the nationalist 

revolution. Both the CCP and the GMD were quick to pick up on this fact, and there is a 

conscious effort to make links between the populist movements and the nationalist 

revolution, both of which shared the common goal of eradicating foreign capital fiom 

China. 

The end of 1925 and beginning of 1926 marks the emergence of another trend which 

would be instrumental in the Chinese revolution &er 1927; a growing concem with the 

agr&an question. Li was the principle advocator in the turn towards the peasantry as the 

n e o  vanguard of the revolution. Maurice Meisner haç suggested that it rnay have been the 

over whelmuig authority of the warlords in the North, and the subsequent lack of 

proletarian consciousness, which made Li fear that the Party rnay end up alienated in the 



North similar to the way the radicals were following the May Fourth movement. It was 

largely this realization which made him tum to the peasantry.s9 

This marked a drastic shift in attitudes towards the peasantry. On an individuai 

basis, Li had never been over-enthusiastic about the role of the peasantry. In fact. it is 

possible to discern distinct Marxist traces in his writings about the political and social 

impotence of the peasantry as a social force pior  to 1926? Most other memhers of the 

Chinese Communist Party were also skeptical in their appraisal of the peasantry. While a 

Party proclamation agreed that the peasantry had suffered as much as any other class 

because of impenalism, there was also the realization that the peasants had yet to 

organize themselves as a political and social force. While the same proclamation outlined 

in great detail just how the peasantry should form organizations, it was clear that the CCP 

thought the peasant movement to be on a lower rung of consciousness than the urban 

proietariat.6' 

Another reason why Li addressed the potential of the peasantry was the realization 

that if the peasantry could be brought into the revolutionary process than the success of 

the national revolution was not far off. The turn to the peasantry may have largely been 

influenced by a growing realization that the United Front was beginning to show fissures 

by the time of the Northem Expedition. In 1926 Li made the following statement in his 

Land and the Peasants, "In economically backward and semicolonial China the 

peasantry constitutes more than seventy percent of the population; arnong the whole 

popdation they occupy the principle position, and agriculture is still the bais of the 

economy. Therefore, when we estimate the force of the revolution, we rnust emphasize 

that the peasantry is the important part.''@ 

In order to make the peasantry aware of the class relations within society, Li and 

others within the CCP considered it was essential that the peasants be organized within 

peasant organizations and that the peasantry ought to develop organizations which were 

devoted entirely to organization in the rural sector; urban proletarian organizations could 

not be expected to serve a multitude of class interests." In October 1925 a Party 

proclamation had stated: "If [the peasants] want to get rid of povexty and oppression, al1 

of [the peasants] have to organize groups, form peasant associations, and then let the 



associations organize peasant selfaefense corps. Ail existing associations in every 

province and country were organized by the landlords and the gentry. Their interests are 

directly opposed to the interests of the red peasants. Unless the reai peasants who till the 

land organize their separate associations, peasant interests cannot be p r~ t ec t ed . ' ~  Li 

believed that towards these ends, the CCP had an important role to play in this process. 

Consider the foilowing (written shortly afterwards in 1926): 

The young revolutionary comrades ought to bruig [the armed peasant goups] together by going to 
the vilIages to help the peasants to ïmprove their organizations and to resist the oppression from 
which they suffer. FoIlowing rural organizational work they ought to direct their attention of raising 
the cultural [level] of the countryside. The comrades who go to the villages ought to know how to 
utilize the period of agricultural slack, especially the month of the New Year according to the old 
calendar, to spread al1 kinds of general knowledge and revolutionary education. For this work to 
produce the most effective results, it is necessary to prepare pictures, simple songs, and magazines. 
It is also necessary to organize the village schools and open supplernentary classes for the peasant~."~ 

Li's wrïting's bear a striking similarity to an essay written by Mao in September 

1926 titled The National Revolution and The Peasanr Movement. Mao too strongly 

advocated looking towards the countryside for support for the nationalist rev~lu t ion .~~  

Seeing the peasantry as absoiutely critical for the nationalist revolution, Mao stressed. '-if 

the peasants do not nse up and join and support the national revolution, the national 

revolution cannot succeed." Clearly impressed by the Haifeng soviet, Mao advocated 

that, "Only when every place throughout China becomes like Haifeng can it be said that 

the basis of impenalism and warlords has tmly been toppled; othenvise this will not be 

the case. Thus we see that what is called the national revotutionary movement is. for the 

most part, the peasant movement.'"' 

The writings of Li and Mao, and the practice in the Haifeng soviet, pointed to a 

growing awareness of the revolutionary potential withhn the countryside. This was 

reflected in a Party resolution which stresses that the peasants should be integrated within 

the nationaiist revolution. " m e  Party] should expand and train peasant organizations and 

lead the peasants to participate in the nationalist movement to overthrow imperidists and 

wariords and to struggle for the Chinese revolution. We should show them the methods of 

revolution and stages of the revolution ... We should [also] pay more attention to the role 

and signifïcance of the united fiont of al1   las ses.''^^ 



Li had identified that peasantry as an untapped revolutionary class; within a year 

Mao would be writing his famous report on peasant uprisings in Hunan. hdeed by the 

end of 1927 the Chinese revolution would cease to be a solely urban movement and 

would tum to the countryside and develop its revolutionary in the rural areas in the 

decades to corne. Yet al1 evidence suggests that this may have been possible even before 

Chiang's April coup; clearly some individuais within the party (Li, Mao, Peng) had 

identified that peasantry as a potentiaily revolutionary class which could be mobilized. 

The obvious question is why then did the Chinese cornrnunists not look exclusively 

towards the countryside? 

The answer lies in the fact that the Chinese revolutionarïes were stilI primarily 

concerned with the discourses on the nationalist revolution. This in the end led to their 

undoing. Of course, by 1926 no one codd  &ord to ignore the potentiai of the peasantry. 

Even the ECCI thesis on the situation in China portrayed the peasantry as a progressive 

social force. The thesis noted that at this stage in the national revolution, the agrarian 

rnovement was of crucial importance. "In the present situation in China the proletariat is 

the only class that is in a position to carry on their radical agrarian policy which is a 

condition for the successful outcome of the anti-imperialist struggle and the M e r  

development of the re~olution.''~~ The thesis also stated that the alliance between the 

peasantry and the proletariat was essential fur the revolution; the proletariat could not 

achieve hegemony on their o ~ n . ~ O  "The developing process of class differentiation in the 

rural districts intensifies the stniggIe between the peasants and the exploiting ciass. This 

class differentiation and the struggle resuitant from it, require the closest attention on the 

part of the Communist ~ a r t y  .'"' The thesis also made some rather radical suggestions. 

such as the a-g of the peasantry and the granting of protection by the Canton 

govemment. Yet d e r  making these claims the thesis again got caught in the potential of 

the nationalist revolution and the alliance with the GMD, claiming that it was only 

through the GMD that the CCP could reach the peasants. Therefore, the Comintern 

insisted that the CCP must continue to ally themselves with the GMD. 

But there were factions within the CCP who wanted to end collaboration with the 

Chiang Kaishek. Chen Dwiu, for one, appeared to be against M e r  collaboration with 



the GMD." The presence of Roy in China, and his emphasis on the agrarian revolution. 

m u t  have M e r  accentuated the impulses to withdraw fkom the alliance- In an article 

written on the Chinese revolution, Roy was very clear on the course the revolution would 

take: "The Chinese national-liberation movement will either continue to develop and 

emerge victorious as a workers' and peasants' revolution, or it will not win at all. 

Capitalism has become a reactionary force tbroughout the world. The bourgeoisie can not 

lead the revolutionary ~tnig~le ." '~  

But Roy did not put forward the proposition that the CCP should withdraw from the 

alliance, his only display of uncertainty being when Sun Chung Fang slaughtered 

communist strikers in Shanghai, who went on strike in February 1 927 anticipating a 

Nationalist military advance into the city. Of course, the Nationalist army, led by Chiang 

Kaishek stayed outside the city, and this appeared to have been a cause for concern for 

Roy, though not one which he went to great deal of lengths to voice." 

Thus, maintaining the alliance with the GMD was the Cornintem's position on the 

Chinese revolution into 1927. An editorial in March 1927 in the Pravda noted that there 

were different class interests in the Chulese revolution. "It wodd be a grave political 

rnistake and extrerne wishfulness, which has nothing in comrnon with Marxism. to 

believe that the difference in the camp of the revolution are not inevitable. Various social 

elements ... participate in the Chinese revolutionary movement. T hese social groupings 

have some cornmon interests and some divergent interests." What was to be done then? 

Nothing. The editorial concluded that the path to revolution was a difficult one. and there 

was no room for pessimism.'5 

To be sure, the issue of continuing support of Chiang Kaishek was one which was 

addressed in Moscow. But even though he may have been considered a rightist, Stalin 

believed that insofar as Chiang was fighting the imperialists he was of some value. Of 

course, Stalin's appraisal of the amount of influence the leftist elements in the United 

Front wielded in the United Front may have been somewhat optimistic. "Why drive away 

the Right when we have the rnajority and the when the Right listens to us? The peasant 

needs an old wom out jade as long as she is necessary. He does not dnve her away. So it 

is with 



AI1 this changed with Chiang Kaishek's coup of April 12,1927. But even Chiang's 

brutal suppression of comrnunist dernonstrators did not make the Comintern realize that 

any form of alliance with the bourgeoisie (petty or otherwise) would deny the Communist 

Party hegemony. After the repression, the Comintern Iooked towards lefiist elements 

within the Guomindang. Stalin, of course, insisted that recent tiasco simply demonstrated 

the correctness of the Comintern program in C h a .  For Stalin, the event marked the 

desertion of the national bourgeoisie and the Guomindang rightists fiom the nationalist 

revolution. He sirnply noted that fiom now on, "in South China there will be two camps. 

two governrnents, two amies, two centers."" Even Comintem representatives. Roy and 

Borodin agreed to support the "left Guomindang." Though the bvo had major 

disagreements in the period following April 12 on the direction the revolution should 

take, there was never any disagreement on this issue. The Comintem merely isolated 

Chiang Kaishek and the Kuomindang rightists, and continued to look for support 

amongst the petty bourgeoisie, since it was thought that these could still be led into the 

proletarian revolution.76 As Robert North notes, Roy believed that the Comintern's policy 

of supporting the Guomindang had becn correct throughout. The task of the Cornrnunist 

International had been to rnobilize al1 forces that codd be used to oppose irnperialism. 

Roy felt that it was evident that al1 classes within the anti-imperialist alliances could not 

possibly be part of a communist movement. The central point was that it was mandatory 

to fmd as wide a base as possible which, in China, was provided by the Guomindang." 

Conclusion 

In this chapter we traced the development of the United Front alliance between the 

Chinese Cornmunist Party and the Guomindang. As 1 demonstrated the emphasis on the 

nationalist revolution and therefore the alliance with Sun was based on Lenin's 

understanding of the national and colonial situation in the colonies and semi-colonies. By 

supporting d l  groups in society which were seen to be against irnperialism, Lenin 

believed that a world revolution could be achieved. But the United Front - both in its Bloc 

Without and Bloc Within stages - subordinated the CCP to the GMD. While this alliance 



may have been useful for the CCP initially, the discourses on the nationalist revolution 

ground the party to a near halt till the emergence of populist movement. 

While the growth of the populist movement may not have exactiy caught the CCP 

and the GMD off-guard, it left both the CCP and the GMD scrambling to harness this 

potential. The death of Sun Yatsen and the ascendancy of Chiang Kaishek drastically 

changed the United Front. The inevitable parting of ways took place after April 192% 

though there is reason to believe that the potential of the revolution in the countryside 

may have been apparent as early as the beginning of 1927. 

The Chinese Communist P~IQJ was aimost dragged into oblivion by a near-fanatical 

emphasis on the nationalist revolution. In the following chapter which deals with grass 

roots national consciousness, it is my purpose to demonstrate that national consciousness 

continued to provided impetus to the Chinese cornmunist revolution following 1927. But 

it was characterized by its grass-roots orientation and not by elite bourgeoisie orthodoxy. 
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C hapter Three 

The New Orientation, 1927-1928: 

The Nationaiist Revolution and the Peasantry 

This chapter attempts to examine the relationship between national consciousness and the 

communist program fiom the split with the Guomindang in 1937 to the beginning of 

Japanese intervention in North China by late 1 928. Though the chapter focuses on only 

two years, this period saw the evolution of a type of national consciousness which wodd  

develop into a more overt part of the communist program in the duration of the Chinese 

revolution. 

In this period, national consciousness manifested itself in two area, the. first o f  

which was the integration of the peasantry in the nationalist revolution by the Chinese 

Communist Party. In the previous chapter we saw that by 1 926 there was a growing 

realization by certain individuals within the Party that the peasantry must be integrated 

within the nationaikt revolution. With Chiang Kaishek's coup of April 1927, 

collaboration with the bourgeoisie came to an end. This rneant that the Party had to 

address the vital issue of ideology and integration into peasant societies (In this chapter, 1 

refer to this as the nationalization of Marxisrn). The ernphasis on guerrilla warfare, the 

creation of soviets, and the fundamental debates on land refonn, were illustrative of a 

desire to incorporate ideoIogy within specific circumstances. The role of radicalism and 

vioIence in this process, and how it was characteristic of a specific approach to change in 

peasant societies, was also addressed. Very different from its bourgeois counterpart, a 

fundamental characteristic of the integration of the peasantry in the nationalist revolution, 

was a new emphasis on class stmggle. This emphasis grew out of the radicalization of the 

party program in the second half of 1927. In particular, it was at the end of the Autumn 

Harvest Upnsing when we see a cirastic change in the Party program. 

Second was the role of growing Japanese intervention in North China and the 

imminent threat of a conflict in the Pacific between the irnperialist powers. Very sirnilar 

to the threats that were addressed in early Party documents in 192 1 and 1922, there was a 



growing fear that China's temtorial integrity was threatened as a consequence of global 

capitalism. This fear became accentuated with Japanese aggression in China and South 

East Asia, and the onset of the Second World War. 

Growing concern with China's territorial precariousness, while prompted by the 

Japanese invasion, was closely linked to the concem of integrating the peasantry within 

the nationalist revolution. My purpose is not to examine the invasion in any great detail, 

but to highlight a crucial link between the two forms of national consciousness. Even 

after the Japanese invasion, there was no hope for collaboration with the GMD: rather 

individuals within the Chinese CornmUIUlst Party saw this as an opportunity to conduct 

anti-GMD propaganda, and continue with the nationalist revolution under the aiiiance of 

the workers and the peasants. 

The Nationalization of Practice 

Though the Guomindang betrayed the United Front, the Chinese revolution was stilI 

considered a nationaiist revolution' since the two primary objectives of the nationalist 

revolution were yet to be fblfilled - the abolishment of warlordisrn and the up-rooting of 

foreign capital. But a drastic change in orientation occurred as the Party looked more and 

more towards the countryside and the revolutionary potentiai of the peasantry. Because 

the bourgeoisie had been replaced by a new vanguard, the peasantry, it followed that 

there had to be fundamentai differences in how the objectives of the nationaiist revolution 

were to be attained. 

Shifting the base of the revolution entirely to the countryside created its own 

contradictions. As Arif Dirlik has argued, a major underlying contradiction at the time 

was the reconciliation of Marxist stipulations about revolutionary consciousness and the 

social and Chinese consciousness as manifested in peasant life.' But it is to the credit of 

the Chinese revolutionaries, that they did not see contradiction as a deterring factor. 

Fundamental to Mao's understanding of the applicability ofany theory was that it had to 

be relevant to a given circumstance. 

According to Mao, the dialectical-matenalist theory of knowtedge stressed that 

practice was the primary consideration of any theory.' In the case of Manrism-Leninism 



and its applicability to China, it was understood that ideology was not a hard science 

which could be applied in a Literal manner. The only possible use of ideology was the 

process of adaptation. "Knowledge begins tvith practice," he observed, and, 

" ~ o w l e d g e ]  must be redirected to the process of changing the world ... in the practice of 

revolutionary class stmggle and revolutionary national stniggle." Knowledge was not 

merely an abstraction, but had to be applied to social practice.' 

Mao's brïlliance as a Marxist theoretician (albeit in a very unorthodox sense) was 

his acknowledgment that contradiction was not only present in al1 relationships, but that 

contradiction was fundamentai for fornard movement. As he himself noted: "The 

fbndamental cause of the development of a thing is not extemal but intemal; it lies in the 

contradictions within the thing . There is interna1 contradiction in every single tiiing , 

hence its motion and devel~pment."~ The diaiectical relationship between M&st theory 

and Chinese social circumstances constituted such a fiindamental contradiction, a facet of 

which was the integration of the peasantry in the nationalist revolution. 

In the specific agrarian context of Maoist ideology, Dirlik has identified class and 

class consciousness as the mainstays of Chinese nationali~m.~ An important reason for 

this was that United Front, conceived as an alliance of classes with sirnilar interests. had 

failed to achieve its objectives, since the individual class interests of the bourgeoisie 

betrayed the alliance. After the United Front, the Chinese revolution was based soleiy on 

the workers and the proletariat, and even the Party's understanding of these became 

polarized with the growing attacks on the rich peasantry. With the shift to the 

countryside, and the integration of the workers and the peasants in the nationalist 

revolution, the emphasis on class stniggle not only became accentuated, but was a central 

issue in the debates on land distribution and agrarian revolution. 

These ideas began emerging in the period between April and Novernber 1927. This 

was an extremeiy important phase in the development of Chinese communism - despite 

the fact that many members of the CCP continued to cling to the idea of an alliance with 

the GMD Left till well into 1927, in reality, the April coup marked the t e d a t i o n  of the 

alliance with the Guomindang. By November of the sarne year we see the origins of a 



Party program which contained the seeds of the policy of consolidating the revolutionary 

movement in the countryside. 

In the previous chapter I suggested that it was largely the obsession with the 

nationalist stage of the revolution which left the CCP unable to concentrate on grass-roots 

level orgnni;r;ition and class m g g l e .  Consider the following: 

The Party's leading cadres, in theory and especially in practice, had [different] viewpoints in 
evaluating the strength of the various classes in the Chinese revolution. This caused the wavenng 
and hesitant opportunism of the Party leadership. In the rnenshevik manner the CC sepamfed the 
nationalist liberarion movement and the cfass struggle as conflicting elemenrs. and seemed ro rhink 
that the datelopment of the c l a s  stnrggle would be detrimental to the national revolution. The CC 
wanted the Party, the working class, and peasantry to lirnit their class demands and refrain fiom 
staging revolutionary struggles against the Chinese bourgeoisie and the landlords .... The CC seemed 
to imply that the emphasis on attacking feudalism had Ied to unfavorable consequences. The CC 
upbraided the CP members for going too far and instructed the revolutionary peasantry led by our 
Party to retreatm7 

By suggesting that the Party had been incorrect in separating the nationalist revolution 

and class struggle, the implication was that the two did not belong to 2 different 

revolutionary stage - that is, class struggle wes not to be followed after the nationalist 

revolution - but was to be part of the same process. The document does not define what 

exactly is implied by class struggle, but one possible interpretation is the workers and 

pesants movements which had been becoming increasingly mobilized following 1925. A 

key component of the nationalist revolution prior to 1927 was the supposedly progressive 

role the bourgeoisie was to play in attempting to eradicate the warlords and the 

imperialists. Seen fiom such a perspective, this represents a shift not only in the Party's 

understanding of the nationalist revolution, but also a much more fundamental and 

important change in the Party's understanding of the role of the workers and the 

pesantry within the nationalist revolutionary stage. 

The shifi to the countryside did not take place immediately. Following the coup, 

some people within the CCP still flirted with the idea of collaboration with the GMD 

left i~ts,~ since Chiang Kaishek and his followers were seen to represent only a renegade 

faction of the Nationalist Party. But the July 15 decision by the GMD that they was no 

longer going to cooperate with the CCP must have sent a loud and clear message to the 

communists: while they may theorize about an alliance with the GMD, fiom this point 

onwards the CCP would have to devise and follow their own program. 



Beating a liasty retreat after the failed Nanchang uprising, members of the CCP 

convened at Ruijin, where they turned their attention to the development of a grass roots 

Party program. But disagreements on fundamental issues between the Party members 

became increasingly apparent. In a rnovement that was drawing support IÏom the 

peasantry, the question of land distribution was a central concern. Yet there were serious 

differences on this issue. This had also been a cause for disagreement in July when 

certain rnembers, such as Li Lisan and Yun Daiying, had advocated the confiscation of 

the land of the landowners, while others, such as Tan Pingshan, had argued that this 

wouid tum the landowners against the communists. The latter's policy, of course, would 

not carry an agrarian revotution very far, and it was agreed that if a landlord possessed 

more than 200 mu (30.3 acres) it was to be confiscated. This had caused discontent 

amongst Guangdong peasants, who argued that because of the small land holdings of the 

landlords in Guangdong, few landlords wouid get their lands confïscated. With discontent 

amongst the peasants being a potentially disastrous scenario for the Party, it was hastily 

decided at Ruijin that land was to be expropriated, but no limit was set. One major source 

of concern was that through the expropriation of land, the party would end up isolating 

GMD land owners who may otherwise be sympathetic towards the ~a r ty?  

Thus far it became obvious that the CCP was trying to win peasant support without 

antagonizing the land owners to a degree that they may openly support Chiang Kaishek. 

There were clear historical paraliels to the previous alliance under the United Front where 

it was assurned that the proletariat could be counted on for its support, and yet the large 

landlords would not be forced to take a stand against the Party. Yet while the revotution 

still continued to be classified as a bourgeois-democratic revolution, and would continue 

to be for some time, the equation had clearly changed and the CCP couid no longer walk 

a fine line as it had done under the umbrella of the United Front. It was largely this 

redization that prompted the Communists to convene on August 7 to try and come up 

with a CO herent revo lutionary program. 

The documents of this meeting are contradictory in their analysis of the historicai 

trajectory of the CCP. The most obvious discrepancy is on the role of the Comrnunist 

International in the April debacle. In an acceptance of blarne that is historically absurd. 



the CCP took the faIl for the break with the GMD by not following the Comintern's 

policy . 'O 

But it is very significant that there was also resistance to the CI'S policies in China: 

this was an extremely important development since it signified a break with the previous 

policies. Qu Qiubai, for one, also took a strong stand against continuing the alliance with 

the GMD. Basing his observations on the fact that there was no such thing as 

revolutionary stages, and this preoccupation had only resulted in the ill-tated cooperation 

with the GMD, the purpose now was to smash the GMD. 'The Chinese bourgeoisie has 

no democratic essence. Now we have only two choices; either we eliminate the GMD. or 

they destroy us." Clearly the policy of appeasement would no longer work. "We can no 

longer expect to gain power by making concessions. We c m  win it only through 

revolution .... Before July 15 when we participated in the government, we could create 

conditions fiom the top to help develop our work at the grass roots level. Now, because 

the whole country is controlled by reactionaries, our most important task is to create a 

new force fkorn the rural revolution."" 

Now since the peasantry was given a central roIe in the nationalist revolution, the 

CCP was faced with their eariier dilemma; ought the Party go for an al1 out armed 

revolutionary struggle, or shodd it attempt to appease the landlords wfiile attempting a 

degree of reform? A circular letter sent out in August 1927 posed the question as follows: 

"Under the circumstances, can [the CCP] accept the poiicy of the petty bourgeoisie? If we 

did, we would destroy our own strength, forfeit the leadership of the proletariat, and 

surrender to Chiang Kaishek and it would rnean a capitalist fùture." But on the other hand 

the other alternative also had potentiaiiy grim consequences. 'Tan we then insist o n  the 

confiscation of land and the d g  of the workers and peasants? The result of such 

insistence would be an immediate split [with the GMD lefüsts], leading to the immediate 

destruction of the revolutionary bases."12 Whiie there was a concem that a break with the 

GMD leftists could destroy the revolutionary base, Qu and Mao advocated a more radical 

program, which for them amounted to the break with the GMD and an emphasis on the 

agrarian revolution. l 3  



The CCP's reevaluation of the revolutionary potential of the peasantry made the 

Party leadership look to an agarian rnovement, and plans were drawn up for the Autumn 

Harvest Uprisings which would begin in September. The Party leadership believed that in 

the very least, the countryside could be instrumental in destabilizing the authonty of 

Chiang Kaishek, and could even ultimately lead to the esrablishment of revolutionary 

governments in Hunan and Guangdong. Later Jiangxi and Hubei were also included as 

places where the uprisings could take place, though in the end the insurrection was only 

attempted in Hubei and   un an." The Autumn Harvest Upnsing was particuiarly 

important for our case, because while it aarted out as program with limited radical goals. 

by the end there was a drastic change in Party policy with a strong emphasis on class 

stmggle. 

From the outset, the objectives of the upnsings appeared radical enough: the seime 

of not just entire villages, but entire counties, in which a peasant organization, under the 

auspices of the revolutionary government, would establish control. It was also the 

objective of the uprising to organize the workers and peasants in a series of uprisings 

against counterrevolutionaries (though how this was to be done - like the actual military 

planning of the Auturnn Harvest Uprising - was ambiguous) .The revo lutionary centers 

would abolish rent for communal property - temples, clan halls, and public fields, and 

wodd establish a fixed rent on property rented out by a peasant. Yet this is where Party 

radicalism cornes to an end: the Party resolution clearly stated that the land of the middle 

peasantry was not to be confiscated. Note that the CCP was hoping that they may still be 

able to win the support of the GMD leftists, and for this purpose there may have been a 

conscious decision to ensure that they carry out a policy of agrarian reforrn and appease 

landlords whom they thought could be won to theu side? 

But Mao Zedong, who was in Hunan, advocated a more radicai program of action. 

Observing that conditions have been ripe for a revolution in China since 19 2 7, he saw 

this as an opportunity to begin a revolutionary seizure of power. While ùiis may have 

been in keeping with the CCP's aspirations at the tirne, his advocating of a radical land 

reform policy was met with resistance in the Party. lnstead of confiscating the land of just 

the large landlords, Mao advocated the: "Confiscation of al1 the land, including that of 



srnail landlords and owner-peasants, take it dl into public ownership, and let the peasant 

associations distribute it fairly to d l  those in the village in accordance with the two 

criteria of "labor power" and "consumption" (in other words, the actual amount of 

consumption for every household, calculated on the ba i s  of the nurnber of adults and 

children in the ho~sehold)."'~ 

In a prompt reply, the central leadership declared that C b â  had not reached a 19 17 

Ievel of revolutionary consciousness and the Party should continue to work under the 

banner of the GMD ieftists. They believed that at this point the Party should not try to 

establish soviets, and also disagreed with Mao's policy of confiscating the land of al1 

landlords and peasants, and reiterated that their policy was to ensure that the srnaIl 

landlords only agree to rent reduction. In their opinion, the policy of confiscation of al1 

land was premature, since China had not reached the requisite revolutionary stage. In 

making these criticisms the Party central accused Mao of, "military adventure by 

depending on the military for ins~~~ection."" It waç clear that despite the setbacks eariier 

the same year, the CCP was d l 1  harboring hopes that they rnay yet attain the support of a 

certain faction within the Guomindang. This is evident from a section of the reply which 

noted: "[u]nder the name of the [leftist] KMT we should help the dernocratic political 

power of the worker and the peasants but not, as was previously the case, have the 

workers and peasants help the KMT .... You assume that the present Chinese revolution 

has already advanced to the third stage, that you c m  abandon the KMT banner, and 

realize soviet political power, and that China has objectiveiy reached 19 17. This is not 

corre~t."'~ 

But significantly enough, by the time the uprisings were actually initiated, the Party 

stance had become a lot more radicalized. The Party now suggested that the "unrelenting" 

nature of the revolution was to be not only "thoroughgoing," but was also to confiscate 

al1 private property. Moreover they suggested that in the process of the agrarian 

revolution, the local bullies, bad gentry, and reactionaries were to be killed. Also. their 

propem was to be confiscated and turned over to the peasant associations. If there was 

any resistance to the Party policies, this resistance was to be ar~nihilated.'~ 



In the end the Autumn Harvest Uprisings failed to achieve their objectives. with the 

main shortcoming being the lack of planning that was put into the military preparation."' 

In fact, the actual milrtary planning was an aspect of the uprising that was completely 

misunderstood, with peasant bands being no match for the well trained armies of the 

landlords. This illustrated an important point; while theorizing about agrarian revolution 

was certainly necessary, it was not merely enough to assume that the revolutionary 

potential in the counûyside would be adequate to resist the forces of the reactionaries. 

Following the failure of the urban upnsing in Nanchang, the Party may have 

autornatically shifted their attention the peasantry as the vanguard of the Chinese 

revolution. But if a cornmunist program was to be instrumental in solving China's 

predicaments, then it had to be integrated into that specific sociai context. The Autumn 

Harvest Uprisings were a demonstration that it was not enough to merely stage uprisings 

in the name of agrarian revolution without trying to work within specific conditions. 

These lessons were not lost on the CCP. There were serious reflection on the 

understanding of the agrarian revolution on two fronts. On a more objective level, it was 

acicnowledged tha'r ihere had been a shortage of money and power, and that the program 

to launch the revolt ali over the province had been ambitious. But a particularly important 

reaiization was that the Party had not been concemed with understanding the conditions 

of the peasantry, and thereby failed in arousing the interest of the peasantry in the rural 

revolution." 

The critique of the Party program continued at the November Plenum, presided by 

Qu, with a number of key points being integrated into the communist program. For one, 

the CCP dropped any hope of M e r  collaboration with the GMD leftists. "The present 

meeting agrees entirely with the CC's September resolution on canceling the plan for 

organizing a GMD-left and raising the slogan for the establishment of the soviet ... The 

failure of the GMD-left demonstrates that the GMD has degenerated into a party of white 

terror and that the only way out for true revolutionaries is to unite under the banner of the 

CP."" 

But more important was the realization that following a break with the GMD, the 

CCP could no longer follow the moderate revolutionary program; the present condition 



called for a direct revolution. Moreover, it was also acknowledged that the revolutionary 

process would not be a brief one, but one which would take a substantial amount of time. 

Very sïmilar to what TrotsS. descrïbed a permanent revolution, in which the stages could 

be telescoped, the CCP used the Marxist terminology of "continuous revolution." It was 

understood that fiom this point onward there was to be no ciear distinction of the 

bourgeois democratic stage. This was partiy because the Chinese bourgeoisie had been 

incapable of fulfilling their histonc role of overthrowing the feudal and imperialist 

elements. Secondly, it was also acknowledged that the Chinese bourgeois was so divided 

that they were never be able to agree on a single program. While the CCP acknowledged 

that the Party had not f ~ s h e d  its role of a democratic revolution - presumably the 

overthrow of feudalism and imperiaiism - it would have to develop into a socialist 

revolution in order to survive." 

The Origins of an Agrarian Revolutionary Policy 

The desire to integrate the peasantry in the nationalist revolution was most visible in the 

program to create soviets of peasant societies, and the emphasis on guerrilla warfare as a 

mode of resistance catering to the realities of peasant societies. But what underlay this 

trend, especially when seen in confrontation with previous Party policy, was the centrality 

of class and class consciousness. 

Clearly there were practical considerations being drawn fiom the lessons leamed 

during the Autumn W e s t  Uprisings - part of the reason for the developrnent of the 

policy on guemlla warfare was to ensure that the armed uprisings did not become 

military adventurism. Instead of launc hing bo ld military ventures, the Party suggested 

that small scale uprisings be initiated,'4 the consolidation of which codd be manipulated 

to achieve more arnbitious military ventures. Similar to the tactics the Red Army would 

soon be implementing, the Plenum dictated that: "We should strike when the enemy is 

unprepared, seize its arms, execute the gentry and Iandlords, and destroy ai1 kinds of 

reacuonary governrnent organs." Yet through this entire process, the Party stressed that it 

shoula not loose sight of its objectives. "It would be military opportunism if, after a 

peasant upnsing, we concentrated only on attacking county seats and forgot that the 



hdamental task for the rurai revolution is to mobilize more people, to distribute land to 

the masses, and to help establish a g~vemment."~ 

Another important idea that was being developed at the time was that revolts must 

be localized. As a Comintern resolution observed: 

It is not necessary that guerrilla warfare should tum into Iocai revolts. Only when, during the 
process of the struggle, the vast peasant masses are mobilized, when there arises a genuine demand 
on the part of the masses for a political regime of their own, and when the reaçtionary forces in the 
area are actually totterhg, can guerrilla warfare develop into Iocal revolts. Therefore, when the 
guemlla forces have brought a large area under thek control, have secured the participation of a 
large number of people ... the party must consider carefully its objective conditions and subjective 
strength and proceed with the revolt well prepared, well organized, well planned-" 

But probably the most important decision that was reached at the Plenum was the 

decision to establish rural societies. Just two month earlier the CCP had insisted that the 

Chinese revolution had not reached a stage where it was feasible to establish soviets. 

Therefore, this marked a tremendous change in their appraisal of the revolutionary 

stmggle. Now that the bourgeoisie were relegated to the counterrevolutionary camp. al1 

power was seen to reside in the alliance of workers, peasants, soldiers, and artisans. The 

manifestation of this power was the soviet. It was clearly stated that the soviet was not to 

be organized until the revolutionary fervor is at its peak; at the same time the Plenum 

observed that the present time was ided for the creation of soviets, thereby implying that 

the Chinese revolution had reached a stage where such an endeavor could be undertaken. 

Representing the locus of revolutionary power, the soviets were to adopt a policy of "self- 

determination, confiscate Isnd, eliminate landiords and scabs, destroy al1 the old Chinese 

social orders, apply guemlla warfare tactics, disarm the enemy troops, and found a 

worker-peasant revolutionary anny." A central purpose of the soviet was to give the 

workers and peasants a Say in the decision making process of their own communities. 

There was also a desire to implement more humane conditions for the workers. These 

included an eight hour work day, a sharp rise in wages, one day of rest per week. a social 

security system, and supervision over production." 

The policy on the creation of soviets was not planned at one given point in time. 

Nevertheless there were some constants, narnely the idea that the land ought to belong to 

the tiller, and that the individuals should have a Say in the governing of a territory and the 

distribution of resources. For this purpose, the criteria was the working capacity of the 



individuals and the number of mou* to be fed, regardless of sex or age. fut another 

way, the policy behind the soviets was one of draw-on-the-plentiful-to-make-up-for-the- 

scarce and draw-on-the-fat-to-make-up-for-the-le& In short, the soviet was to achieve 

the utter destruction of the present social and existuig order, thereby increasïng the CCP's 

strength, by bringing about a change in the peasants lifestyles." 

E s  points to a particularly important trend, namely the intensification of class and 

class stmggle - in fact, the move towards establishing soviets was itself a part of 

intemifihg class s t r~ggle .~~ During the Sixth National Party Congress it was also 

acknowledged that the rich peasantry too was opposed to a comrnunist revolution, and in 

doing so, they would throw in their lot with the reactionaries. This realization was based 

on the fact that previously the attitude of the rich peasants had often been defeatist. 

neutrai, or hostile. In production they employed capitalist, precapitalist, and sernifeudal 

modes of exploitation. By doing so they were no different than the landlords since they 

too, "usually engage in exploiting hired laborers in agicultural, as well as industrial and 

commercial enterprises; or at the same time they rent out a part of their land to exploit the 

tenants in the usud cruel mariner." At the presenr moment, the main task of the Party was 

to neutralize the rich peasantry, thereby eliminating the strength of the enemy. 

Furthermore, it was decided that "no concessions should be made to rich peasants."3' The 

Party's policy of targeting not just the warlords and large land owners, but the ric h 

peasantry as well was indicative of the growing radicaiization of the Party program. The 

CCP now aiso called for a "ruthless elirnination" of the "gentry, landlords, scabs. and ail 

reactiona~ies.~'~' 

Given the fact that the national bourgeoisie had betrayed the United Front. the 

leadership of the revolution in its bourgeoisie democratic phase had shifted to the 

proletariat and the peasants. For this purpose al1 land was to be taken from the landlords. 

Again, this marked a sharp change in policy fÏom that of August 1927.~) There was also a 

conscious decision to concentrate once again on propaganda work? The role of the Party 

at the present moment was to exploit the conflicts between workers and capitalists in the 

factories, peasants and landlords in the countryside and soldiers and officers in the 

military. "However small these clashes may be, they should be exploited to agitate and 



penetrate deeper into these class connicts in order to win the vast masses of workers and 

peasants on our side. The Party must exploit al1 the imperialists' brutal deeds in China 

and d l  slaughter and suppression of the masses by the rea~tionaries."~' 

In practice, this was most obvious in the Haifeng soviet under Peng Pai, where the 

leadership placed a great deal of ernphasis on the elimination of counterrevolutionaries. 

As Peng stated: "The Party must strive to make the peasants deal severely with, and kill 

without compunction, al1 local bullies, evil gentry, and counterrevolutionaries." In 

another speech, Peng is reported to have said: 

On returning home each representative must kill at least 10 counterrevo1utionaries and he must 
lead peasants and workers to kill 10 more to a total o f  20 per representative: with 300 
representatives, the fmal count will be 6,000. But îhat is not enough since more will still be left 
behind..,. We must kill! kill! kill!, until the harbor in the Swabue and in the bay of Ma Kung turns 
red, and the cloths of each brother are tainted with the blood of counterrev~lutionaries."~~ 

Similarly, some popular slogans in the Soviet were: "Those who owe rents or debts 

should repay them with the knife;" %ose with guts and daring are invited to enjo y the 

New Year;" and, "With guns and canon, the New Year is a grand and rnarvelous time.'737 

This radicalization is an extremely important aspect of the agrarian revolution in that it 

demonstrates a radical break with a bourgeois hegernony of the nationalist revolution. 

In his famous report fkom Hunan province in 1 926 Mao Zedong had similarl y 

endorsed peasant militancy, despite remarks of how "terrible" the outbreaks of violence 

had been, even by "revolutionary-&de&' people. Mao was of the opinion that the 

patriarchal feudal social order had been the corner-stone of imperialism, warlordism. and 

corrupt officialdom. According to him, the objective of the revolution was to overthrow 

these very feudal forces. Furtherrnore, "[tlhe peasants have accomplished what Dr. Sun 

Yat-sen wanted, but failed, to accomplish, in the forty years he devoted to the national 

revolution. This is a rnarvelous feat never before achieved, not just in forty, but in 

thousands of years. It is fine."" In the years up till the Japanese invasion in 193 1, the 

Party would fully endorse peasant militancy, and coupled with guerrilla warfare, would 

But the role of militancy was not confined just to the strategic purposes of achieving 

power; it came to be characteristic of peasant participation in the national revolution. In 

his study on anti-colonial violence in Algeria, Frantz Fanon has demonstrated the 



centrality of violence in grass roots movements which may offer some relevant insights 

into our inquiry on violence in peasant rnovements. For one, not only was violence a 

radical departure fiom the bourgeois policy of moderation and collaboration, but was 

representative of the very essence of proletarian struggle for ernancipation. As Fanon 

observed: "You do not turn any society, however primitive it may be, upside d o m  with 

such a program if you have not decided fiom the very beginning. .. to overcome al1 the 

obstacles that you will corne across in so doing. The native who decides to put the 

program into practice ... is ready for violence at al1 times ... It is clear that this narrow 

world can only be called into question by absolute violence."" 

Fanon also suggested that the peasantry is the most revolutionary cIass. Often 

considered the most backward and least class conscious group in society, (both by 

Marxists and others), the peasantxy had nothing to loose and everythmg to gain in the 

struggle for better living conditions- "The starving peasant. outside the class system. is 

the first amongst the exploited to discover that only violence pays. For him there is no 

compromise, no possible coming to terms; colonization and decolonizarion are simply a 

question of relative sîrength. The exploited sees that liberation irnplies the use of al1 

means, and that of force first and forem~st.'"~ An important implication here was that 

unlike the bourgeoisie, ideology played little role in and of itself. In China too, 

communist practice in the rural areas hati an appeal amongst the peasantry because the 

Party was initiating a policy of land distribution and refom." This was precisely the case 

in the Haifeng soviet where there was more support for the local peasant association 

rather than the cornrnunist For the peasantry to support the communist movement 

in China, the CCP had to bring about a significant change in the rural societies. This 

perhaps explains the peasantry's indifference towards the retreating communist forces 

foilowing the Nanchang uprising, where the CCP received M e  or no support fiom the 

peasants dong the way. Therefore the radicalization of the Party platform, through land 

distribution, was not just a means of targeting the enemy; it was also the process through 

which the peasantry was won over by the CCP in the smdl but emerging soviets at the 

tirne. 

Increasing Nationalist Concerns: Japanese Intervention in North China 



Between the April 1927 coup and the July 1928 there was little mention of foreign 

impenalism in Party discourses, a reason probably being the Paw's more immediate 

concerns with stabiliang the CCP's own position after the break with the nationalist 

bourgeoisie. But the role of imperialist powers in pillaging the nation was brought up 

again during the Sixth Party Conference. The resolution stressed the need for 

overthrowing foreign capital in China and confiscathg the banks and enterprises of the 

imperialists. While doing so China's role in the world proletarian revolution was 

emphasized, and demands were also made that the principle of self-determination be 

recognized and applied to China. Because of this reaiization, the CCP found itself once 

again reasserting its historic role in the worId revolutionary struggle against Western 

capital, allying itself with the Soviet Union and the proletariat of the worid, and paying 

lip senrice to the almighty Stalin and Bukharin. However, a very significant difference at 

this point was the stress on the workers' and peasants' alliance. Unlike documents from 

192 1 and 1922 concerning Western capital, which made little mention of the urban 

proletariat and almost no mention of the peasantry, there was a drastic shift in that it was 

now acknowledged that it was only the workers and peasants which could carry the 

nationalist revolution through, and thereby, counter the threat of the imperidists. 

The growing concem with the sovereignty of the state worked itself in many 

discourses; identicai to the Party's understanding in the early menties. warlords were 

seen to be means through which foreign influence was exerted on the nation. Given the 

increasing factionalism between the warlords, the CC was compelled to note that the 

situation in China was no different £rom what it had been before." As Mao Zedong 

commented: "The contradictions and stniggles amongst the cliques of warlords in China 

reflect the contradictions and stmggles among the imperialist powers. Hence, as long as 

China was divided among the imperiaiist powers, the various cliques of warlords carmot 

under any circurnstances corne to terms, and whatever compromises they reach will be 

ternporary. A temporary compromise today engenders a bigger war tom~rrow."~' 

At the tirne these ideas became accentuated because of a reemerging nationalist 

concem with the nation's sovereignty as result of increasing activity of Japan in North 

China, and the dispatching of Japanese troops to Jinan. The Party feared that this 



signified the partition of China amongst the imperialists. They also anticipated an 

impenalist war in the Pacific in which China would become the battleground, and that 

part of the reason for the confiict would be the control and exploitation of the Chinese 

markets, labor, and spheres of influence amongst the irnperiaiist powers. Regardless of 

how the actual conflict unfolded, irnperialist powers wodd "u opposed to the Chinese 

revolution. "Although there are extremely great conflicts within the irnperialist camp such 

as that between Japan and the United States, the irnpenalists are still strctnger than the 

Chinese revolution and are fonning again an alliance to oppose the revolutionary United 

Front in China. Whenever their political and economic rule is slightly endangered, they 

will jointly oppose the Chinese rev~lution.'~' As a consequence of Japanese aggression in 

the North, and the GMD7s inability to counter the offensive, the central comrnittee saw 

the Japanese invasion as "a hundred percent victor in Manchuria and 

To avert this increasingly bleak scenario, China was in urgent need of a nationalist 

revolution under a worker-peasant alliance. The most immediate concern of the 

nationalist revolution was the overthrow of the imperialists and their warlord "tools" in 

China, thereby ending the threat to its achial geographic integrity4' Given the fact that 

Japanese aggression and butchery in Manchuria and Shantung was intensifying by the 

day, the Party decided that it ought to pay attention to ad-GMD propaganda work. 

The main line is to penetrate the masses by employing the strategy of the workers' united front. In 
the course of  this movement we should constantly enhance anti-KMT consciousness and action but 
Our rnethod is the zigzag one, not a simple one, once started, for the overthrow of  the KMT only to 
scare away the masses, for it the anti-imperialist movement of the masses can arise on its own, it will 
necessary move into an anti-KMT direction ... We should conduct independent political propaganda 
and cnticisms ceaseless pointing out the way to the masses. The more we penetrate the masses, the 
more we can win the masses and build the party on the mass 

The document then lists a number of demands. These include: the confiscation of 

foreign enterprises, the establishment of workers, peasants, and women's rights, the 

establishment of an elected Nationalist government. But it is interesting to note that these 

demands were consciously used as slogans for spurring the masses, and were not 

regarded as a political program. In doing so they were seen to be the means of reviving 

the urban movement. "Under this kind of demand the people can aise and fight to expand 

the organizational bais of the masses and their fighting strength, and increase even more 



positively their anti-KMT consciousness as well as their determination and consciousness 

to oppose the KMT.'"'g 

The nationalist impulse, aside fiom arising out of a growing concern with China's 

plight at the hands of imperialist powers, was seen as an impulse which could aid the 

Chinese Cornmunist Party. 

The expansion of the anti-iinpenalist struggle wiil certainiy give an irnpetus to the devetopment of 
the Iabor movement and the peasants' struggies .... Therefore, the anti-imperialism movement has a 
role to influence and promote the economic stnrggles of the workers and peasants' movements- If 
we pay no attention to daiiy struggles of the workers and peasants and simply drearn of setting off a 
huge, anti-imperialist movement that will revive the workers and peasants movements, this will be a 
extremely wrong notion.'O 

Even at that comparatively early stage, there was a very red danger of another 

global conflict. Amongst the prograrns of the Party was illustrating the threat of another 

world war which would be prompted by the rush to seize colonies, and in which the 

Soviet Union wouid be the sole leader of worid revolution against the imperialists. 

Therefore, the roIe of imperialists was threatening on two fronts. On the one hand. the 

threat of a world war meant that China could be a theater of conflict. But on the other 

hand, the ever-present foreign capital supporting the warlords ensured that China 

remained divided amongst warring factions. Whether the world war materialized or not. 

without the overthrow of imperialists, there could be no world revolution. 



Conclusion 

In this chapter 1 have attempted to demonstrate that the years 1927 and 1928 were 

instrumental if we want to understand the relationship between nationd consciousness 

and the communist revolution. 

We saw how, d e r  1927, and the betrayai of the United Front by the GMD, there 

was a shifi to the countryside. But while the tenets of the nationdist revolution remained 

the same - the unification of the nation and the overthrow of the warlords and irnperialists 

- the actual face of the revolution changed dramaticaily. Quite contrary to the earlier 

phase, there was a growing awareness of class and class struggle. These were evident in 

the Party's programs of agrarian revolution, with the creation of the soviets, and the 

ernphasis on guerrilIa warfare as a mode of resistance. In this chapter 1 have found it 

appropriate to consider these as the nationalization of Marxism, the basic assumption 

being that the ideology wouid have to correspond to the objective circunstances of a 

given societies. We see precisely this emphasis in the creation of the soviets. where 

success was based not on ideology, but the fact that the Party, through its programs. was 

ûying to improve the lot of the people. 

In the decades to corne, many of these ideas would become more well articdated, 

most notably the nationalization of Mancism. Growing Japanese aggression was also 

particularly important, not only because it introduced very basic nationalist concerns with 

the plight of the nation, but also because it was one of the ways through which the role of 

the worker-peasant relationship was highlighted in the nationdist stage of the communist 

revolution. 
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Conclusion 

In this essay we saw how national consciousness was maaifested in different ways in the 

period between 192 1 and 1928. I also felt it important to consider national consciousness 

as it was understood by the intellectual elite of the New Culture movement since it 

demonstrated an important point, namely, that nationalist concerns were no longer a 

concern of a select group of writers and radicals whose primary concern had been the 

decadence of the Imperial state and Confucian order, but came to be difised amongst a 

wider strata in society. While the primary consideration \vas the same - the pli@ of the 

people, and the exploitation of the nation by the imperialists, warlords. and the 

compradore elite - national consciousness was a discursive phenomenon. Furthemore, 

the actions of m a v  people acting on this impulse were often contradictory. 

This was true of many Chinese cornmunists, Li and Chen being good examples, and 

Cornintern representatives, Roy, Borodin, Voitinslq, Maring, who ofien adhered to, and 

advocated, contradictory positions. At times to attempt to find a logic in their views is an 

exercise in futility, and we must accept the contradictions in their points of view. 

Attempting to trace their trajectories, historians of early Chinese cornmunism have 

often imposed a ngid narrative on the course of events, either by stressing the centrality 

of the indigenous impetus for change, or focusing exclusively on the role of the 

Communist International. Neither of these approaches is wrong per se. But as 1 have 

demonstrated in this essay, al1 these issues were inter-linked, as was the role of national 

consciousness, labor, exploitation, foreign capital, and the warlords. National 

consciousness, while being a primary consideration at al1 times, c m o t  be seen in 

isolation. Therefore, whether vre address elite national consciousness, the role of the 

nationalist revolution, or the integration of the peilsantry and workers in the nationalist 

mwement, we are taking about inherently complex, and often contradictory, 

phenomenon. While 1 demonstrated how a nationalist concem was present at al1 times, 1 

am hesitant to impose a narrative of national consciousness on the given time fiame. 

Chinese communists were first and foremost products of a certain period of tirne where 

ideology and exploitation clashed under particularly distressing social circumstances, and 



the imposition of a meta-narrative is not to do justice to an othenvise highly cornplex and 

genuine historic process with al1 its tangents and contradictions. 

Workùig against a teleological understanding of the history of the early years of the Party 

gives us important hsights, not only as far as the history of the CCP is concerned, but 

also seen in a broader context of exploitation (both indigenous and foreign). and 

resistance to that exploitation. An important aspect of socialism, as Arif Dirlik and A. 

Sivanandan have recendy argued,' is, and always has been. understanding the capitalist 

modes of production and exploitation. The imposition of a radical socialist ideology, 

whether in the form of a party platform or state ideology, is an attempt to provide an 

alternative to the drudgery that capitalism has historically imposed on the laboring classes 

the world over. This was true for China. While there was little emphasis on Marxism as a 

body of ideas between 192 1 and 1928, what littie emphasis there was addressed the plight 

of China, and the role of global capitaiism. And nationalist consciousness. whether in 

China or elsewhere, was the means through which this social and economic exploitation 

was often contextualized at different points in t h e .  

Given the fact that the nationdist concem was a primary and central concern at d l  

points in time of our study, is there something else that we can discem f?om our study? 1 

think ùiere is, and that is the c e n t d i t -  of consciousness. Our understanding and study ~f 

the pst seldom takes the dynamics of human consciousness fully into consideration. Yet 

while we may not always be able to conceptualize these ideas completely within an 

academic fkamework, they are nonetheiess important components of history. Whether in 

its elite manifestations in the critique of the Confucian order, and the fascination with the 

Western Liberai tradition; whether under the guise of the nationalist revolution as 

understood by the Comhtern and the politics of the United Front; or whether in the 

growing realization that workers and peasants could indeed be the vanguard of the 

nationalist revolution, there was a realization, not only that a change could be brought 

about, and that human beings were not passive victims to be exploited endlessly. but also 

that something positive and constructive may yet corne out of this merciless history.' 



' Arif Dirlik, Afier the Revolution: Waking to Global Capitalism (Hanover: Wesley an University 
Press, 1994); A, Sivanandan, Communities of Resistance: Writings of Black Struggles for Socialism 
(London: Verso Press, 1990). 

' Ajaz Ahmad, In Theory: Classes, Nations. Literature (London: Verso Press, l992), p. 228. 
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